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Matsuo basho is the leading figure in the history not only 
of the 17-syllable haiku form, but also of haikai renga 
(1renku), that unique form of “linked” 
several poets collectively under the poetic supervision and 
spiritual guidance of the Master.

Sarumino, or Monkey’s Raincoat, the fifth of the seven 
major anthologies of poetry by Bash5 and his disciples, 
was published in 1691 in two volumes. It was during 1690, 
when Bash5 spent considerable time in Kyoto and Omi, 
that, under his leadership, the anthology was compiled by 
Kyorai and Bonch5. It includes four renku in the kaseti form 
(36 verses) and haiku by poets from all over Japan, but 
mainly from the Kyoto area. The title is derived from the 
opening poem: First winter rain/the monkey wantsja raincoat 
too. Monkey’s Raincoat is generally considered to represent 
the best and most typical work of Basho’s mature style, 
and clearly reflects the depth of his attitude to life and 
poetry achieved during his pilgrimage to the Back Roads 
to Far Towns (Oku no hosomichi) in 1689.

The current translation, by Maeda Cana, is of the four 
renku from the anthology: Winter’s First Shower, Summer 
Moon, Katydid, and Plum Young Herbs. To the right of each 
verse the poet is indicated, and there is a general commen
tary to the left which attempts to put the poetry in its 
cultural and psychological contexts, as well as to pin down 
some of the subtleties of the “linking” process. More 
detailed notes on particular words and phrases are given 
at the back of the book along with a transliteration of the 
Japanese text.
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The following sequence of letters is more or less self-explanatory:

HARVARD-YENCHING INSTITUTE 
fuly 1, 1971

Dear Mr. Maeda,

I regret that I was away from Cambridge when your letter came about your mother. It has saddened but not greatly 
surprised me, for despite her cheerfulness when I saw her in the hospital last December, I had a feeling at that time 
that she would not line another year. I meant to write to her after I came home, and am very sorry that I never 
found time to do so.

I would like very much to see her Basho work published, and will do whatever I can to help. However, Professors 
Hightower and Hibbett had advised her that it should be brought out in some literary medium rather than in a series 
concerned with philological scholarship, such as those of the Harvard-Ycnching Institute. Mr. Hightower suggests 
a U.S. journal devoted to translations, with which I am unfamiliar. First, however, I would like to approach a pub
lisher I know in Japan, who produces very beautiful books and is especially interested in . . . translations. I enclose 
a letter to him; I hope you will follow it up and let me know the result. . . .

Sincerely yours,
Glen IV. Baxter

HARVARD-YENCHING INSTITUTE 
July 1, 1971

Dear Eric, . . .

Several years ago a professor from Tokyo Woman’s Christian College, Mrs. Cana Maeda, spent her sabbatical at 
Harvard, where people in the English and Comparative Literature departments, as well as Hightower and Hibbett 
in Far Eastern Literatures, became quite interested in her... theory of translation and methods of applying it to Japa
nese poetry. We published one of her articles in the Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, and encouraged her to do more 
translating for a “literary” public rather than address herself to the comparatively few who ever read such specialized 
scholarly media.

After her return, Mrs. Maeda ivorked intermittently, because of an illness which finally ended her life in May of 
this year, on what she tentatively called “Saruniino and Selected Haiku of Matsuo Basho,” from which she sent 
excerpts from time to time to Hightower and Hibbett for their advice and comments. Before she entered the hospital 
for the last time, she had more or less completed the manuscript, though she intended to do some retouching to the 
preface and introduction. The whole is too long for an article, but would make a small book of considerable interest
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to those who look beyond both the drugstore paperback and the academic treatise.
Mrs. Maeda’sson has the manuscript in Suginami, and I have written to him (as you will see from the enclosed) 

suggesting that he telephone to see whether you would be interested in seeing it. It is in its way quite as good as, 
though very different in nature from, the books we publish through the Harvard University Press....

Sincerely yours,
Glen W. Baxter

MUSHINSHA LIMITED 
AugllSt 22, 1971

Dear Mr. Maeda:

I have just returned to Tokyo after an absence of more than two months, and on my return I found a letter from 
Glen Baxter of the Harvard Yenching Institute concerning some Basho translations of your mother’s. He also en
closed an article on translation by your mother which I have read and found extremely interesting; I also Jelt that the 
few translations of haiku in that article were very good.

I would certainly be very interested in seeing the complete Basho manuscript with a view toward possible publica
tion in book form. . . .

Sincerely yours, 
Eric Sackheim

MUSHINSHA LIMITED 
September 5, 1971

Dear Mr. Maeda:

I have now looked through your mother’s Sarumino manuscript, and, though I haven’t studied it all in detail yet, 
I am sure that I would be very interested in publishing it. However, whereas the translation itself and the notes, 
though full of handwritten corrections and changes, seem to be basically in pretty fair shape, the introduction seems 
to be largely unfinished (particularly the section on Basho’s life appears to have been barely begun) and I think 
would require substantial reworking.

I will be in touch with you again after I have gone through the whole manuscript again a bit more thoroughly. . . .

Sincerely yours,
Eric Sackheim
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MUSHINSHA LIMITED 
October 3, igyi

Dear Mr. Maeda:

Let me say first that, having gone through the manuscript again rather carefully, I feel that the translations are 
excellent and I am very pleased to be publishing them. The notes, too - both the running commentary and the foot
notes at the back of the book (both of which seem to be taken basically from one of the Basho volumes of the Iwanami 
Kotcn Bungaku TaikciJ, are very well done. As for the introduction, I considered getting somebody to fill in the 
incomplete portions, or even doing it myself But I have since thought better of it. The incomplete section explaining 
and justifying your mother’s method of translation duplicates much of what is already available in her Harvard 
Journal article * From her beginnings on the section which was to be devoted to the life of Basho, one gathers that 
she had planned quite an elaborate piece of work, but her approach was so individual and personal that it would be 
impossible for anyone else to duplicate it; furthermore, the general outlines of Basho’s life are available in English 
elsewhere. *

Consequently, I think it would be just as well to restrict the introduction to the two long and interesting sections on 
Basho’s poetics and the historical development of haikai renga. . . .

Sincerely yours, 
Eric Sackheim

Included in the unfinished portions of the introductory material were two pages of credits, which are, in full, as 
follows:

In considering the thought and image in each poem, I depended almost entirely on the opinions and explanations 
given in the writings of Basho scholars: namely, Komiya Toyotaka, Ebara Taizo, Ota Mizuho, Abe Jiro, Abe 
Nose, Koda Rohan, Nose Asaji, Watsuji Tetsuro, Shida Gishu, and Yokozawa Sab tiro. I am especially indebted 
to the late Professor Yokozawa for valuable information and advice.

I wish to take this opportunity to express my indebtedness to Mrs. Suzu Scott, my Japanese teacher of many years 
ago. Mrs. Scott (pen-name, Shohin), a disciple of Takahama Kyoshin, took pains to teach me how to write haiku, 
and, in so doing, taught me the virtues and intricacies of the simple poetic form. Probably as a result of realizing that 
I could never write haiku even approaching those of the Japanese poets, I began to dream of drawing from the sounds 
of English the sounds that would, in effect, be those of the best haiku in Japanese literature. The yearning, after a 
period of rumination, finally developed into the method of translation used in this book. .
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The research underlying the method of translation was done mostly while I was at Harvard University on a 

Fulbright Research Grant during 1962-64. During this period I had the good fortune to be able to audit relevant 
lectures and discuss pertinent problems with professors and friends. I am especially indebted to Professor Roman 
Jakobson for his findings in phonology and poetics and to Professor Eric H. Lennebcrg for his work on the biological 
aspects of language. I am also most grateful to Mr. John L. Sweeney and Mr. Robert Lowell, who was a visiting 
professor at Harvard during 1963-64, for insights gained in the realm of poetry and for their kindness in reading and 
commenting on a part of the translations. Above all, I am deeply indebted to Professors James R. Hightower and 
Howard S. Hibbett both of whom generously gave of their time to the discussion of the problems involved in transla
tion. On the occasion of his visit to Tokyo in the summer of 1966, Professor Hightoiver kindly read the MS of an 
article, “On Translating the Haiku Form,” in which the method of translation is explained, and offered invaluable 
suggestions and advice. I am most thankful to both Professor Hightower and Professor Hibbett for their comments 
on the translations, their interest and encouragement.

Several colleagues have offered help and advice as well as valuable comment and criticism at various stages of the 
project. I am indebted to Dr. Kenjiro Kimura for textual criticism concerning some of the original poems used. I am 
grateful to Mrs. Nao Aoyama and Miss Kiyoko Maruyama for the loan of unavailable books on Basho as well as 
for their kind encouragement.

This book could not have materialized without the generous support of the Harvard-Yenching Institute. I am 
particularly grateful to the Associate-Director, Dr. Glen W. Baxter, through whose good offices the publication of 
this book was made possible. It gives me pleasure to express my appreciation for the kind interest Dr. Baxter has 
taken in the translations and for his helpful advice and encouragement.

I also wish to make acknowledgment to the Radcliffe Institute for Independent Studies for a grant in lieu of a 
scholarship I could not accept in 1964.1 am very thankful to the Director, Miss Constance E. Smith and to friends 
connected with the Institute for their interest and encouragement.

Acknowledgment is also due to the Institute for the Comparative Studies of Culture Affiliated to Tokyo Woman’s 
Christian College for assistance in getting the project started in the first place.

Finally I am grateful to Mr. Yasuhiro Orita and my daughter, Reiko, for various kinds of indispensible assistance.

Cana Maeda

*For Maeda Cana’s comments on her method of translation, sec her article, “On Translating the Haiku Form,” in the 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, Volume 29, 1969.

For a good general account of Basho’s life and work, see Matsuo Basho, by Makoto Ueda, New York, 1970.
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I IAIK AI

Haikai is a short term for haikai no renga and, from the point of view of origin, it is nothing more than 
another facet of renga, a form of poetry which developed early in the twelfth century. There arc conflicting 
views as to the exact origin of haikai but there seems to be no doubt that it developed in close relationship 
to renga and in distinction to another yet earlier poetic form known as waka. Waka has thirty-one syllables 
and is entire of itself while renga is a sequence of fifty or a hundred verses each having alternately seventeen 
and fourteen syllables. Haikai is of the same form as renga but instead of being serious, formal and elegant 
like the latter, it is common, comic, and popular. Haikai, which first made its appearance at the beginning 
of the sixteenth century, is, to all intents and purposes, renga granted freedom.

Popular demands for freedom of expression rather than formal elegance in poetry began to be heard 
in the latter part of the Muromachi period (133 8-1603) when a wealthy middle class arose whose attitude 
toward life was realistic and unaffected. As a result, a new school of poets began to ignore the traditional 
rules for achieving elegance, introducing jest, caricature, satire, and whatever else was of interest to the 
newly rich. Yamazaki S5kan (1465-1553), who is said to have originated the haikai, introduced such • 
vulgar practices that the new poetry became something vastly different from the traditional renga. Arakida 
Moritake (1473-1549) tried to place certain restrictions on the freedom which allowed Sokan to vulgarize 
the haikai, but perhaps because of Sokan’s popularity, he does not seem to have been very successful. At the 
beginning of the Edo period, further attempts were made to restore the elegance of renga by Matsunaga 
Teitoku (1571-1633). His school considered elegance to be of primary importance and held that the comic 
element should be checked by didactic and moral considerations. Then with the founding of the Danrin 
School by Nishiyama S5in (1605-1682), Teitoku’s influence also declined so that haikai was once again 
freed from many of the complicated rules of form. The result was that, although freshness of subject 
matter and the use of colloquial expressions contributed to its improvement, it soon reverted to the low 
form of comic verse that it was in the beginning. Nevertheless, by insisting on a realistic approach, the 
Danrin School, which attracted both Saikaku and Basho, paved the way for the future development of 
haikai. At first a Danrin poet, Basho, with his great genius, later founded a school of his own, and, freeing 
the form from both the restraints of renga and the excesses of popular haikai, made of it a unique expression 
of inner beauty and truth.

Basho’s genius as a haikai poet consists in his turning from a form-for-form’s-sake approach to one that 
may be called form-for-poetry’s-sake. For Basho, form and substance were one, and any expression, be it 
elegant or vulgar, was acceptable insofar as it served to bring to light beauty and truth. Therefore the
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problem was not whether haikai should approximate the renga or differ from it, but how the form could 
be used to utter truth. Basho noted that both renga and haikai had the same form and held the two were one 
and the same species of poetry. By concentrating on the inner organization of thought and feeling without 
being bound by formal considerations of elegance or of vulgarity, he was able to reconcile the renga and the 
haikai in the poetry of anew haikai. In the words of the Japanese scholar, Komiya Toyotaka, “With BashS's 
haikai, the historical see-saw struggle between the renga and the haikai was settled and the haikai became 
completely separated from the renga or else embraced it and started a life of its own.” The haikai, now 
often called renku, of Basho’s school arc still widely read today as an important body of poetry.

The main characteristics of the haikai are partly discernible in the kanji or Chinese characters which make 
up the words haikai and renku: hai denotes fun, play, humor, and also actor or actress, and kai friendly 
exchange of words; ren represents a number of carriages passing along a road one after another and has the 
meaning of continuing to completion while ku is expressive of the rhythmic changes in speech and denotes 
end or stop. As the characters suggest, a haikai is usually written by two or more poets in an atmosphere 
of fellowship and repartee. Each poet writes a verse whenever his turn arrives imtil the end of the sequence 
is reached. A sequence of thirty-six verses is called kasen, and one of a hundred verses hyakuin. Besides 
these two standard types, there are those which riui to hundreds of verses and even to thousands. But 
perhaps the most remarkable feature of the haikai is the way in which the verses are “linked” very subtly 
through subject matter, image, and atmosphere.

As previously mentioned, the haikai has always been a game, whether the product be poetry or doggerel, 
and as with all games, it has certain rules the participants must observe. The opening verse, called hokkn 
must be in the longer of the two forms which alternate throughout any sequence and must be complete in 
itself as in the case of a haiku. It is supposed to contain a word called kireji which forces a rhetorical pause to 
occur after it and also a seasonal word, kigo, which makes explicit the season from which the material of the 
verse is derived. A kigo always signifies one of the phenomena of nature and there are many such words for 
each of the seasons—1“hana” (“flower,” always referring to cherry blossoms) for spring; “hotaru” (“firefly”) 
for summer; “ocltiba” (“fallen leaves”) for autumn; and of course, “yuki” (“snow”) for winter; etc. The 
second verse, called wakiku meaning “side verse,” must be in the shorter form and be closely associated, 
with respect to subject matter, to the hokku, having its setting in the same season. The third verse, daisan, 
must be in the longer form, since the forms alternate, and, while it must differ completely in theme from 
the hokku, it must be associated suitably with the wakiku. The thought, feeling, and image must allow for 
development in the next verse, and the poem must end inconclusively with one of the postpositions or 
particles, te, ni,” “o” or “ha” usually referred to as “te-ni-o-ha.” The rest of the verses arc called hiraku 
meaning “regular verse,” and, of course, the short and long forms continue to be used alternately.

!:

:
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In the ease of the hiraku, the rules governing theme and wording depend upon the position which a 
particular verse will occupy on the special large oblong sheet of paper used for haikai called kaishi. Certain 
verses designated as tsuki no za (“scat of the moon”) arc required to include the word “tsuki” (“moon”), 
while others, known as liana no kn (“poems of the flower”), must contain the word “hand* (“flower”). 
In addition, hoi no kn (“poems of love”) must treat of love and the agektt (“concluding verse”) is expected 
to deal with some aspect of spring so that a haikai usually ends on a note of peace and hope.

The rules concerning hirakn, however, seem not to have been strictly observed by Bash5 and his fol
lowers. BashS’s concern was generally more for internal truth than for external form so that the poets of 
his school refrained from concentrating on the mere use of given words. Bash5 himself was far more 
interested in another more subtle feature of haikai, “linking.”

Rules concerning the composition of separate verses, even if they were observed, would not ensure the 
unity of a sequence and a far more important consideration had to do with the methods of “linking” the 
verses or making a suitable transition from one verse to another. It is forever to the credit of the haikai 
poets that, in this particular matter, they did not think of superficial rules for achieving continuity, such 
as through the use of set transition words. What they did was to analyze the ways in which an association 
may be established between one mind and another with the result that an ingenious technique of symbolic 
reference was developed which helped to knit the verses of a sequence into an integrated poem. Although 
each verse presents a discrete fragmentary scene from the complex flux of human existence, the seemingly 
unrelated utterances are “linked” by an associative mental vector which each poet senses and uses as a guide 
in composing his own verse. The only trouble is that such a process is exceedingly difficult to explain.

Basho undertook to analyze the process by recognizing five nuances of association and named them 
symbolically nioi (“scent”), hibiki (“echo”), ntsuri (“change” and “reflection”), knrai (“rank”), and oniokage 
(“mental image”). But, the nature of a mental process being practically impossible to describe, Basho him
self never undertook to explain the matter, and his disciples understandably differ in their opinions as to 
what their master had in mind. Nevertheless, imdaunted by the abstract notions, various modem scholars 
have made their own interpretations, so that, by examining one of the more lucid of these explanations 
we can, at any rate, gather some idea of what the process may, in each case, involve.

According to this scholar, Nose Asaji, the “linking” process has to do with the mood or the emotion 
which a verse evokes in the reader, in this case, the writer of the succeeding verse. Nioi is an inclusive term 
symbolizing the general transfer of feeling from verse to verse at the same time that the expression of it 
changes. As a particular kind of association, it refers to the similarity of a verse to the poem immediately 
preceding it with respect to the atmosphere or climate in which it has its being. This type of “linking” 
is said to be evident in the following pairs of verses:
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Boncho(a) Noto no Nanao no / fityu wa smni uki 
grim is wintering / at Nanao in Noto

uo no hone / shiwaburu made no / oi o mite 
a fish bone / sucking such old age / to sec

Basho

—from Ichinaka
rp 9 9In Town

Funiiktuii(b) tanuki o odosu / shinohari no ynmi
they frighten badgers / the slim-bamboo bows

mairado ni / tsnta haikakaru / yoi no tsuki 
over the portal / the ivy crawls / evening moon

Bashd

—from Tohinoha 
“Kite’s Feathers”

I
In (a) the coldness and loneliness and the feeling of insecurity resulting from the probable scarcity of 
provisions in the northern peninsula are carried over to the next verse in the misery, loneliness, and 
frugality of the old man. In (b) the feeling of weirdness created by the mention of badgers is sustained in 
the eerie atmosphere of the deserted temple. There is also a kinship of feeling between “slim-bamboo 
bows and ivy .

As far as the basic harmony of feeling between two verses is concerned, hibiki resembles nioi; however, 
it differs from nioi in that the particular feeling arising from the association is one of tension, agitation, 
magnificence, refreshing delight, or urgency. “Linking” of this type is apparent in the verse sequences 
given below. (Since, in this and in succeeding examples, the poems from which (a) and (b) are taken are 
the same as in the previous example, henceforth they will not be indicated.)

(a) nibangusa / tori mo hatasazu / ho ni idete
not twice weeded / and already the rice / is caring

hai uchi tataku / urume ichimai 
flip off the ashes / one dried sardine

Kyorai

Boncho

xv Hi



(b) kotio liaru mo / Rodoga otoko / inarinite
this spring / with a Rod.6 the man / yet remains

sashiki tsukitaru \ tsuki no oboroyo
the cutting has rooted / mistful moon-night

Fumikuni

Bonch5

In (a) both verses express a feeling of urgency. In (b) the idea of the man remaining has an undercurrent of 
sustained tension which is retained in the fact of the cutting taking root.

In the ease of utsuri, the association is of two kinds stemming from the two meanings of the word, 
“change” and “reflection” (“reflecting” or “being reflected”). When “change” is the meaning, utsuri 
implies the continuation of an affective consciousness from one verse to the next beneath a change in 
symbolic expression. The idea of “reflection” is thought to be applicable to certain verse pairs which are 
said to “illumine each other” to heighten the emotional effect. When meaning “change,” utsuri closely 
resembles nioi, the difference being so subtle as to be practically undistinguishablc. However, as a mode of 
association according to the idea of “reflection,” utsuri has, in a measure, its own elusive character discern
ible in the “linking” of such verse sequences as the following:

orusu to nareba / liiroki itajiki
wide without his presence / seems the wooden floor

tenohira ni / shirami hawasuru / liana no kage
letting lice / crawl round on the palm / flower-shadowed

Bonchow
Basho

(b) hitokamae / shirigai tsukuru / niado no liana
cottage / cruppers to make and / window flower

biwa no furuha ni / kinome moetatsu 
among old loquat leaves / the buds glow

Bonchd

Fumikuni

In (a) the reflection of implied illusion in each verse “illumines” the nature of space and time as they are 
presented in the first and the second verses respectively. Similarly in (b) the feeling of peace and hope is 
enhanced by the reflection in the second verse of the mood implied in the first—the feeling of stability 
stemming from owning a cottage, having a useful occupation and also the leisure to enjoy the flowers by 
the window is reflected in the hopeful image of the second verse in which nature is at the spring.

When the transition between two verses is according to kurai, the theme and image of the second verse

xix
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is in keeping with the degree of dignity inherent in a character, a thing, or merely a word contained in the 
preceding verse. Kurai is the underlying association between the verses in the following:

Boncho(a) tachikakari / byobu o taosu / onagodoino
the womcn-folk / leaning let fall / the screen

yudono wa take no / sunoko wabishiki
bamboo—grated footing / the bathroom is cheerless

Bash5

(b) san ri amari no / inichi kakaekeru
seven miles and more / of burden is the road

kono haru ino \ Rodo ga otoko / inarinite
this spring / with a Rod5 the man / yet remains

Kyorai

Fumikuni

-
In both the above sequences, the characters involved happen to be servants. In (a) the supposed lack of 
elegance in the characters in the first verse is carried over to the second in the nature of the room, a bath
room. In (b) the character implicitly present in the first verse is probably a laborer and in the second, “the 
man” refers to a servant.

In the case of omokage, the poet draws his material from the ancient classics or from a legend but in so 
doing, he avoids a direct and obvious reference; rather, he chooses a subject which merely suggests or 
implies a connection with the previous verse. This type of transition is employed in the following:

(a) so an ni / shibaraku ite wa / uchiyaburi
in each hermitage / for a while he stays / then leaves

inochi ureshiki / senju no sata 
long life be praised / the poems have been chosen

•i;

Basho

Kyorai

(b) tonari o karite / kurnnia hikikomu
next-door yard rented / the carriage is led in

tiki hito o I kikokugaki yori / kngurasen
unconstant lover / let him through the bramble / scramble

Bonch5

Basho

xx



In sequence (a) the hermit who lives by the Buddhist teaching, “Stay not in one place,” calls to mind 
Saigy5 who became a priest and also a poet. But, instead of composing a poem about Saigy5, the writer 
of the second verse chooses a character the image of Saigyo brings to his mind. In (b) the writer of the 
first verse probably recalls that in The Tales of Genji Prince Genji, while visiting an old servant woman, 
fell in love with Yugao, who happened to live next door; but he writes of another nobleman who visited 
a sick and poverty-stricken acquaintance and found he lived in a house with hardly a yard. The suggestion 
of misery leads the next poet to muse on Prince Hitachi, also a character in The Tales of Genji, whose life 
could not have been more tragic, but he chooses another unfortunate character, Ukifunc, for the subject 
of his poem.

Thus the transition from verse to verse is by no means haphazard or fortuitous. It is somewhat baffling 
to the uninitiated but no more so perhaps than the associative mental feats which underlie the metaphors, 
images, and word arrangements in much modern western poetry. And we must remember that the 
transitions between the verses in haikai arc achieved by different minds.

According to Tcrada Torahiko, haikai or renku is an art of montage. As the mind of the reader passes 
from one short scene to another, there is created an illusion of movement in time and space, relentlessly 
onward through the vicissitudes of life. Probably because of the associative undercurrent “linking” the 
verses in each sequence, a haikai does appear as an integrated symbolic picture of human existence with 
its fugitive joys and sorrows, its critically decisive moments, tragic inevitabilities and flitting humor. The 
transitory incidents of life arc somehow made to appear as ubiquitous realities in the cosmic continuum.

Matsuo Basho: Poetics

Bash5’s poetic theory' has been handed down to us mostly through the writings of his disciples, the 
chief among them being the Kyorai Sho. In this work, first published in three volumes in 1775, Kvorai 
records the theoretical principles and the ascetic practices involved in the art of haikai as his master Basho 
and members of his circle expounded them. However, a more direct source is to be found in the commenta
ries which Bash5 himself wrote in his anthologies and also his prose pieces. Our understanding of Basho’s 
art and technique is today mainly based on research done by numerous haikai scholars over a period of 
more than a hundred years.

Perhaps the most interesting as well as the most helpful of the Basho studies from the point of view of 
the Westerner, and certainly the best known, for the reliability of its meticulous analyses, is Komiya 
Toyotaka’s Basho no Kenkyu, or Studies on Basho, published by Iwanami in 1933. The book is a collection
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of sixteen articles on different aspects of Basho’s work published in various journals over a period of six 
years and includes a supplement of three chapters, one on Buson and two on S5in. The following explana
tion of Bashos poetic theory is, for the most part, based on this highly evaluated work.

Basho’s development as a poet has been explained as exhibiting five stages or periods: (a) the Trillion 
or School of Teitoku period, (b) the Danrin, (c) the Fuyu no Hi, (d) the Sannnino, and (e) the Suniidawarc 
periods. The first two periods arc often referred to as the prc-Shofu period, and the rest together as the 
Shofu period. It is generally believed that by the time the first of the seven major anthologies (known as 
Basho Schichibu Shii), Fuyu no Hi (A Winter Day), was published in 1684, Basho had completely broken 

y from the conventions of his masters and had established his own style of haikai, giving rise to the 
epithet, Shofu (Basho style).

The founder of the Tcimon School, Teitoku, was originally a teacher of renga and, for this reason, his 
haikai was strongly influenced by that fastidious art. Also, the tendency of the times encouraged him to 
make haikai as much like the renga as possible: people flocked to renga meetings because it was a fashionable 
thing to do, renga being a pastime of the samurai. In this situation, haikai, which were supposed to be free, 
interesting, and comic, also tended to be elegant in the manner of renga. Teitoku, bowing to these tenden
cies, developed a school of haikai which aimed for surface effects that satisfied the new yearnings without 
losing the quality of elegance. Besides Basho, the school attracted many famous disciples including Rippo, 
Shigeyori, Kigin, Teishitsu, Seibu, Tokugen, Bokuyo, Reitoku, Ansei, and Issetsu.

The chief characteristic of Teimon haikai was wit and not emotional reaction. It was not the direct 
expression of the poet’s feelings toward objects in nature, but merely a clever weaving of words which 
would least express vulgar response. Much importance was attached to the effect produced by putting 
words in relationship to one another, an elegant word being often played against a vulgarism. There was 
no aim other than to achieve a clever verbal effect, and a sort of word magic became the reader’s source 
of appreciation as well as the poet’s pleasure. During the Teimon period, it is surmised that Basho, too, 
spent his time and energy playing with words and taxing his considerable wit. That he remained faithful 
to the tenets of the school for seven or eight years may be gathered by examining the verses in Zoku 
Sansei of 1467, Yantato Junrei of 1670, and Kai Oi of 1672. Since word play is the stuff of verse in these 
anthologies, it is not feasible to give examples, for, the poems can hardly be translated to show the verbal 
effects, without which there would be nothing to appreciate.

While Kai Oi is considered to be of the Teimon School, Bashd’s verses are said to show a number of 
characteristics which seem to indicate the beginnings of the poet’s Danrin period. Although Soin is 
undisputedly the founder of the Danrin School, the exact time when the school appeared seems imeertain, 
for its rise to fame depended not so much on the poet himself as on his disciples who developed to an
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unexpected degree the possibilities set forth by their teacher. The term “Danrin” is used for the first time 
in Danrin Toppyakuin published in 1675; however, the same style seems to have existed previously in a 
school called Hitai. Also there is evidence that people gathered under Soin before 1673 to encourage the 
Danrin tendency in each other’s work, and in that year Soin’s Seio Toppyakuin was published. Thus, 
although the Danrin School took over the position formerly held by the Teimon School in 1675, it must 
have had its beginning at a much earlier date, and Basho’s Kai Oi must have been the first work with 
Danrin characteristics outside Soin’s group. After Kai Oi Basho followed the principles of Danrin Haikai 
for seven or eight years until he discovered his own style.

The condition which proved disastrous for Teimon haikai was that the comic and the common which 
could have given it freedom and vitality were restricted by the counter-ideal of elegance and urbanity. 
The haikai necessarily became monotonous, cramped, and unnatural, expressing nothing of any very 
profound significance—a dream-like game of words. At a time when the rising merchant class was begin
ning to bring its influence to bear on society, a school of haikai which catered to courtly tastes, considering 
the interests of the majority as being too low and vulgar for poetry, was bound to give way to a trend more 
in harmony with the demands of the day.

Although the people still simulated courtly tastes, they were strongly attracted to what they could sec, 
hear, or touch—things that were closer to their own lives. In parallel with the growth of interest in the 
world of reality rather than of fantasy, the demand arose in haikai circles for freedom to express one’s 
feelings and observations without being restricted by stuffy rules pertaining to language. Danrin haikai, 
innocent and unbridled, presented an answer to the new yearnings and, in the hands of Soin’s heirs such 
as Shoi, Saikaku, and Kosci, with their respect for sensation and indulgence in the realism and epicureanism 
of the time, it became an extremely popular art.

Generally speaking, Danrin haikai is steeped in the wit and banter exchanged among sake drinkers in 
their haunts in the red light district. It has a brilliance which shocks. Such brilliance is continual and amazes 
the reader at every turn. The poet is committed to producing this amazement so that he has to be forever 
racing back and forth over the full length and breadth of the possibilities of cleverness. Furthermore, the 
tempo has to be fast and the wit somehow suggestive of the erotic. These traits, especially the erotic note, 
appear strongly in Kai Oi.

Basho, still a child of the times, pursued the Danrin principles with great eagerness. This is especially 
evident in the anthologies, Edo Ryogin Slitl, dated 1676, and Edo Satigin, 1678. Appearing under his 
early pen name, Tosei, his verses are said to excel those of the other poets in wit and the easy movement 
of his gifted mind, but there is only wit and banter. Neither the poetics of form nor the inner springs of
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expression as yet enter into the poet’s consideration. However, when we conic to Ryoppyaku Ban Haikai 
Hokku Awase, of 1677, Edo Hirokoji, of 1678, and Edo Hebi no Sushi, although Bashd is still immersed in 
the allurements of Danrin haikai, his verses begin to show the influence of his own perceptions and actual
experiences.

Gradually a difference came to be noted between Bashd and the other poets of the Danrin school. In 
Danrin haikai the poet drew his material from the world around him, but his aim was not realism, for he 

interested only in finding something novel and fantastic with which to surprise his readers. Duringwas
this period, Bashd also looked everywhere for material that was curious enough to meet the demands of 
the reader always bent on enjoying fresh wit woven with amazing bits of observation. What set him apart 
from the others was his growing awareness of what realism could mean for poetry. It might be said that 
his experience with Danrin haikai was a necessary step in his development towards the achievement of a 
genuine literary genre. According to Komiya, Bashd himself probably realized the significance of the 
apprearance of Soin and his group.

Another source of influence in determining the course of his career as a poet was Chinese literature. In 
their constant search for new and ever exciting facets of life, many Danrin poets, including Soin, turned 
to Chinese literature, and Bashd was no exception. However, whereas Soin and the others merely looked 
for new material and used it for external ornaments in their verses, Bashd entered into the experience 
conveyed by each Chinese poem and made it his own. In this way he was able to gain, not merely bits of 
curious information, but a new depth of imagination and an intimation of a new world of art. This literary 
experience, it is surmised, probably helped to develop in him a yearning for a greater permanence and 
deeper significance in art.

There is some disagreement as to when Bashd abandoned the Danrin practices and began to develop his 
own principles. However, indications arc discernible for the first time in Inaka no Kuawasc and Tokiwaya 
Kuawasc, which both made their appearance in 1680. The writers of the verses in these anthologies 
Kikaku and Sanpu, respectively, but being “kuawasc” the verses are paired and the comments which 
decide which verse excels the other arc those of Bashd. Says Komiya, “Basho’s wit is no longer that of a 
jester cr professional clown, but has become a wit that dances into the object itself, breathes with it and 
tries to see all the beauty that lies dormant in it.” Since scholars arc agreed that Fuyti no Hi and Nozarashi 
Kiko were probably written before or around 1684, Bashd must have spent six years or more in developing 
his own poetics.

Being bored with the superficial witticism of Danrin haikai no less than with the courtly elegance of the 
Teimon style, and noticing the sterile resurgence of the one or the other in alternation, Bashd considered
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ways of internalizing the tenets of both schools to create a new haikai, which was to aim not for elegance 
perse, nor for witticism born of complete freedom, but for the expression of deeper truths. In the course 
of developing his own haikai, Basho came to notable conclusions concerning such problems as: the place 
of the comic in haikai; the proper exercise of freedom; the meaning of freshness; the necessity of crafts
manship; the matter of revision; the attainment of sahi, or the grace of simplicity, shiori, or the grace of 
profundity, yugen, or recondite subtlety; the popular and the enduring quality of poetry; and even the 
significance of nature and man.

BashS’s surprisingly modern ideas seem to stem from his discovery of two important facts. The first is 
that form determines literary genre, and not particular qualities of the language used. This discovery seems 
to have followed naturally from his idea that, if haikai is to be a literary form, it should be a vehicle for the 
expression of truth. As such, it would be no different from the novel or other types of poetry. The only 
distinguishing mark would be its form, and since both traditional renga and haikai, whether Teimon or 
Danrin, arc fundamentally of the same form, the two arc one and the same. Toho comments in Shirososhi 
that “to recognize the oneness of traditional renga and haikai is a matter for wonder,” and no doubt it was 
at the time. Also, writing in the latter part of the seventeenth century, Bash5 was already aware of the 
impermanence of the power of words to convey a particular meaning. He thought that, especially, 
common words gradually lose the power to communicate a precise meaning because they are most in 
use among many and all sorts of people. However, there are kinds of beauty which can only be expressed 
in ordinary language and the poet must consider ways of making the words he uses alive and appropriate. 
There arc forms of beauty which cannot be treated in renga and waka, and Basho’s idea was to express all 
the beauty left over from forms of verse other than haikai; what has been left unsaid by renga and waka can 
only be said in ordinary language.

old pond
a frog in-leaping 

water note

film ike ya
kawazu tobikoinu 

niizu no oto

However, Basho’s idea was not to use ordinary language exclusively. The language of haikai was said 
to be either gagen (the elegant language of traditional poetry) or haigen (colloquial language making for 
comic effects), and he considered that both had their uses. If the beauty to be expressed in a verse is such 
that only haigen can convey it, then by all means haigen should be used, but it should not be included 
merely to add a comic effect. Gagen, being elegant, was, at the same time, distant and formal and had its
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particular role. Basho often used such language but the verses all happen to be of the shorter form, tsukeku, 
and deal with love (in Basho’s haikai, love is never treated lightly or in a vulgar way).

Closely connected with the use of haigen was the question whether haikai should always have the comic 
element, hitherto the feature which distinguished it from renga. Making use of the traditional terms, 
kotoba no haikai (haikai of the word), kokoro no haikai (haikai of the spirit), and sakni no haikai (haikai of 
conceit), Basho explained that the comic element may be contained in the word, the spirit, or the way the 
tsukeku (the shorter verse) is conceived—that is, it may be made to unite with the previous verse to form 
a complete poem. Shirososhi contains the following words from Basho’s teachings:

The expression, harusame no yanagi (willow in the spring rain) is entirely renga. Tanishi torn karasu (crow 
picking mud-snails) is utterly haikai. In the verse, “samidarc ni / nio no ukisu o / mini yukan” (“In the spring 
rain / the grebe’s floating nest /1 go to see”), the words arc not of haikai, but to say, “ ukisu o mini yukan ’ 
(“the floating nest I go to see”) is haikai. Again, as the wakiku (the second verse in a haikai sequence) 
following the hokku, “shimotsuki ya / ko no tsuku zuku / narabi ite” (“Frost Month / the swans are every 
inch / abreast”), the verse, “fuyu no asahi no / aware nari keri” (“and sorrowful is / winter’s morning sun”) 
is without haikai in word or spirit. But in the way the poet takes the hokku and uses it to make a unified 
poem with the wakiku, there is haikai. Haikai may reside in the words used, in the spirit of a verse, or, 
as in a verse of this kind, in the conceit. Thus it may not be considered only from a single point of view.

:
’

i

"When Bashd speaks of the presence, or otherwise, of haikai, he means the inclusion or exclusion of the 
comic element. Going to see the floating nest of a grebe in the May rain may be a serious, even philosophical 
activity for Bash5, the writer, who was fond of seeing the large banana leaf torn in wind and rain, but, for 
the average reader, it is an ideosyncratic thing to do, and comical. As for the “Fuyu no asahi” verse, in 
Basho’s haikai the world of the wakiku corresponds to the world of the hokku but the correspondence must 
be bom of separateness, so that there is an element of surprise in the unexpected wakiku. By taking an 
exceptional hokku (a hokku rarely ends with “re”) which does not seem to lend itself to unification with the 
following verse and composing a wakiku which, from the formal point of view makes of the two verses 
one poem, Basho claims to leave room for playfulness and a depth of spirit. This, according to the poet, is 
haikai of conceit. However, for all these considerations, Basho’s aim is not to make his haikai different 
from renga, but to use it as a vessel for the expression of truth and to include the comic element only if a 
particular verse calls for it.

Freedom in literature, as well as in society, has been for centuries a subject for debate, andBash5 in his 
day also considered this problem. Having noted that renga withered for lack of freedom and Danrin haikai
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began to degenerate in practically complete freedom, Basho came to believe that freedom without purpose 
and discipline cannot lead to anything really creative. Haikai has a right to unlimited freedom only if it 
aims for freshness and the mind of the poet is disciplined towards the attainment of that objective. Bash5 
borrowed the term kakeri from the literature of Noh, where it refers to fresh beauty and activity of the 
mind; he made it the premise of unlimited freedom. Since haikai as a genre has a predetermined formal 
structure, the freedom is of the material, theme, and mode of expression. The nightingale singing among 
the flowers and the frog dwelling in water arc fit subjects for waka and renga and poetry of the period in 
general, but haikai has the freedom to speak of the nightingale’s leaving its droppings on the mochi (un
leavened dumpling made with glutcnous rice) hanging under the eaves to be dried, or of a frog jumping 
into an old pond and emitting a weak sound. The expression of such mundane beauty is tinged with comi
cality not permitted in other types of poetry. Bash5’s idea was that if haikai aims to express all the beauty 
left over from waka and renga, with their static tendencies, and leave nothing unexpressed, its possibilities 
will be nearly unlimited.

Having considered freedom as bearing a necessary relationship to freshness or newness, Basho pondered 
the ways in which this quality may be attained in haikai. Danrin haikai also stressed the importance of 
freshness but it was in reference to the material only and was an external factor. Basho’s conception of 
freshness, on the other hand, was that it is a newness of the world structured through the material and is an 
internal quality. Such internal freshness is born of a mind that is kept from stultifying and stagnating and 
is ever in the process of development. Freshness is the discovery of truth, but truth is hard to grasp. Our 
senses subject us to many forms and our minds become clogged with our own subjective forms of thought. 
What we ourselves consider to be the truth may not be truth at all. It may be the truth of our making, an 
artificial truth. Basho seems to have been aware that human beings arc slaves of multiple dead ideas and 
it is difficult to see a thing for what it is, objectively and without prejudice. Akazoshi contains his famous 
words, “Learn of the pine from the pine, of the bamboo from the bamboo.” This dictum reminds one of 
a poem by Wallace Stevens, “The Snow Man”:

One must have a mind of winter 
To regard the frost and the boughs 
Of the pine-trees crusted with snow;

And have been cold a long time 
To behold the junipers shagged with ice. 
The spruce rough in the distant glitter
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Of the January sun; and not to think 
Of any misery in the sound of the wind, 
In the sound of a few leaves, . . .

However, in the terseness of Basho’s utterance one senses the scrutinizing of a scientist almost whereas in 
Stevens’s stanzas imagination seems to play an important role. The difference perhaps stems from the fact 
that a haikai or haiku poet cannot say, “Then felt I like...,” but must convey to the reader his emotional 
experience through an accurate image of whatever it was that gave him a shock of awareness. As has been 
pointed out, this is not easy to do, and we now come to Basho’s attitude to craftsmanship.

“Bash5 was a master craftsman and a respecter of craftsmanship,” and craftsmanship seems to have been 
inextricably bound up with his attitude to life. In any case, Basho himself believed that the concentration 
and discipline required to perfect his craft to the point of enabling him to evolve a new art also continually 
opened new avenues to a new life. And his ascetic way of life seems to have infused his art with controlled 
vigor and his poems with what we might call tragic sense.

Zen philosophy and practice may have enabled Basho to live through the rigors of a life dedicated to the 
creation of a new art but his devotion to craftsmanship shows that he achieved his aims much in the manner 
of the twentieth century poet and with surprisingly modern ideas. He rejected artifice so that his craft 
involves a careful choice of words and a subtle arrangement of them to achieve a rhythm most suited to the 
sense, not through divine inspiration or the like, but by sheer hard thinking and practice. He made many 
revisions of his verses in an effort to narrow the gap between what is expressed and what ought to be 
expressed, and we have no idea of the number of poems he composed and rejected, nor how many of 
those extant are rejected ones. For example, the hokktt, “kare eda ui. . .” as it appears in Aziuna Nikki of 
1680 under the pen name T5sei, reads:

■
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kare eda ni
karasu no tomaritaru ya 

aki no kure

on a bare branch 
does perch a crow 

autumn eve

- The following is the third and final version as it appears in Koya which came out in 1689, under the pen 
name Basho:
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kare eda ni 
karasu no toniarikeri 

aki no knre

on a bare branch 
a crow perches 

autumn eve

Also, four versions arc extant for “Juru ike ya. . often quoted as a typical Sh5fu style poem. An early 
rendering is:

yaniabuki ya
kawazu tobikonm 

tnizu no oto

yellow rose 
a frog in-leaping 

water note

It is related that, while staying at a temple, Bash5, then still Tosci, heard the soimd of a frog jumping into 
the pond whereupon he composed the latter twelve syllables, “kawazu tobikonm / mizu no oto” (“a frog 
in-leaping / water note”) and one of his disciples, Kikaku, suggested the beginning,(tyaniabuki ya” (“yellow 
rose”) but Bash5 rejected the idea and wrote “juru ike ya” (“old pond”). In the other two versions, there 
arc certain changes in the use of kanji and in one, “ tobikonm' is rendered “tondaru” a dialectic form of the 
same verb.

According to Komiya, Bash5 would apprehend minutely that which is to be expressed, examine closely 
what is expressed, and view the matter from all angles in order to grasp the essence of things. His aim was 
not only to express with complete freedom what he had seen or heard, but also to imply, at the same time, 
a world of complex thought. To put it briefly, Basho’s haikai seems to follow Coleridge’s definition of 
poetry, “The best words in their best order,” rather than Robert Frost’s, “saying one thing in terms of 
another;” it is saying little and meaning much.

At this jucture, it is necessary to pass on to an examination of the illusive qualities, sabi and shiori, which 
all of his verses are said to reveal. It has often been implied that the feelings represented by these terms 
arc so deep and subtle that only Orientals are able to understand them. Perhaps so. But one cannot help 
wondering if they are not aspects of that same tragic sense that is to be found in Western literature— 
components which have never been analyzed and named. At any rate, the truth seems to be that the 
Japanese themselves including Basho’s disciples have never quite clearly understood the words.

According to the disciple, Kiroku, sabi and shiori are opposed to gayness and are synonymous with 
aware, which is a term for pathos; it is bom of age—when one becomes old, it comes without seeking. 
However, according to Kyorai, both words refer to a feeling which comes with talent and not age. Both 
sabi and shiori stem from the mental attitude of the poet and are sensed by the reader in the “feel” of his
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verse. They do not reside in this or that word nor in the subject matter; they arc qualities which a verse in 
the entirety of its sound-sense organization possesses. It is perhaps helpful to consider 13ash5’s comment 
on his own verse as it is given in Kyorai Sho. The verse in question is:

flower guards 
their heads all white 

putting together

hanamori ya 
shiroki kashira o 

tsukiawase

Here, according to the poet, there is no suggestion of loneliness but sabi pervades the color and appears 
very clearly. The world of the verse is quiet and enchanting, the old men warm and companionable. 
There is no tone of sadness nor much of loneliness, yet sabi is there in the color. Perhaps the brightness of 
the background makes one aware of lonliness and compassion in the attitude of the guards who arc prob
ably talking over sake.

In connection with shiori, Bash5 is said to have brought up the matter of hosomi to show that the former 
has to do mainly with an appearance of suggestiveness and when shiori is in the kokoro or spirit, it is hosomi. 
In any event, shiori does not denote a verse marked by pathos nor docs hosomi refer to a verse which 
expresses a forlorn feeling. Kyoroku considers hosomi to mean delicate sensibility which is close to Kyorai’s 
shiori, while for Doho sabi and shiori arc not mutually exclusive terms—they arc fundamentally the same. 
Thus, even among Basho’s disciples there is really no agreement as to what Basho meant by each term. 
The master craftsman probably used the terms to explain the complexity and profundity of attitudes and 
sensibilities arising from continuous wrestling with the problem of attaining to truth. Sabi and shiori are 
of the world of Herrick’s “Daffodils” and of the passage: “As for man, his days are as grass: as a flower of 
the field, so he flourisheth. For the wind passeth over it and it is gone; and the place thereof shall know it 
no more.” They are also present in “the happy-sad blend of the drinking song.” The only difference is 
that, in the case of haikai, neither the sadness of transience nor the tragic loneliness of the human condition 
is expressed, for the haikai poet aims to convey by silence that which words cannot convey.
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Monkey’s Raincoat
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Sarumino, or Monkey’s Raincoat, the fifth of the seven major haikai anthologies of Basho and his disciples, was 
published in 1691, in two volumes. It was during 1690, when Basho spent considerable time in Kyoto and Omi, that, 
under his close supervision, the anthology was compiled by Kyorai and Boncho, with a preface by Kitaku and a 
postscript in Chinese by Joso. It includes four renku in the kasen form (36 verses) and haiku by poets from all over 
Japan, but mainly from the Kyoto area. The title is derivedfrom the opening poem: First winter rain / the monkey 
wants / a raincoat too. Monkey’s Raincoat is generally considered to represent the best and most typical work of 
Basho’s mature style, and clearly reflects the depth of his attitude to life and poetry achieved during his pilgrimage to 
the Back Roads to Far Towns (Oku no hosomichi, in 1689).

The translation which follows is of the four renku from the anthology; to the right of each verse the poet is in
dicated, and there is a general commentary to the left which primarily concentrates on the ,<linking>> process; more 
detailed notes on particular words and phrases are given at the back of the book along with a transliteration of the 
Japanese text of each verse.

E. S.







Winter’s First Shower
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As the confused disarray of autumn settles 
to the still pause of winter, the landscape, 
although desolate, looms in form, tidied 
and austere.

the kite’s feathers 
arc preened winter’s 

first shower

Kyorai

2

The cold seasonal rain, which ransoms even 
the ill-favored kite, is usually heralded by a 
crisp wind.

awhile wind-whirled 
whirl the leaves to rest

Basho

3

After a chill rain there is a spell of clear 
weather when the air is still. Someone wades 
across a small river that has no bridge.

breeches are
from morning drenched 

stream fording

Boucho

4

they frighten badgers 
the slim-bamboo bows

Only a rustic would thus ford a river early 
in the morning. He brings to mind the busi
ness of warding off the wild animals which 
ravage the fields. Funiikuni
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over the portal 

the ivy crawls 
evening moon

Badgers haunt the mountainside far from 
human habitation. If there is a temple, it is 
deserted.

Basho

6

nor with folks he shares 
the reputed pear

Ivy crawling over the entrance reminds one 
of an odd personnage who lives entirely to 
himself, refusing the fellowship of others.

f Kyorai
\ ■

7
?•

The eccentric may be an artist who prizes 
tranquillity.

brush capering
in ink art amusingly 

fall closing

h;

Finnikiini

n ‘ 8
■

The artist is probably a man of means and 
leisure. So is the character taking a fancy to 
his new footgear.

comfortable to wear 
is the stockinet tabi

Boiicho

■
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The taste of contentment the man with his 
fashionable tabi is enjoying is reflected in a 
maxim which seems to speak of enlighten
ment.

whatever be 
is while yet mute 

in peace

Kyorai

10

Wordless silence is practised as a religious 
act by itinerant monks in their mountain 
retreat. A group comes down from the 
mountains after a period of such spiritual 
disipline to join the more worldly majority.

a village sighting
the noon conch they sound

Basho

11

In the village, the noon hour is a time for 
rest. The tenant farmers would be taking a 
nap in humble fashion.

frayed
sleeping-mats of yesteryear 

are dank

Bottcho

12

The world of paddies and frayed sleeping 
mats has an aspect of splendor.

flower of lotus 
fluttering fall

Futnikuni
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I f
The lotus pond often graces the compounds 
of a temple. At a temple, a guest, though 
unexpected, is likely to be treated to a meal.

soup is
to begin with fine 

Suizenji

Bnshd
.

H
The guest is a traveller. The hospitality 
shown him at the temple makes him reluc
tant to leave although he still has a long way 
to go.

seven miles and more 
of burden is the road

Kyorai
■

15

A servant on an errand sometimes travels a 
great distance. A man like Rodo would 
probably have his servant do all the travel
ling for him.

this spring
with a Rod5 the man 

yet remains
.: *

Fumikuni

16

The refined eccentric likes to indulge in 
gardening as a pastime.

the cutting has rooted 
mistful moon-night

Boncho
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17

“The cutting has rooted” suggests a tran
quil dwelling place. The thought recalls a 
man who liked to go about quietly rearrang
ing things in his garden.

as moss-covered 
set by the blossoms 

the basin

Basho

lS

An old man who likes to pass his time in the 
garden may become so absorbed in his 
chores as to forget life’s unplcasantrics.

subsided of itself is 
this morning’s rage

Kyorai

19

An angry person may prefer to nurse his 
temper. One such man is given to humor
ously self-vindictive behavior.

at a meal
the next day’s too 

consumes

Boticho

20

snow-portending cold 
is the island’s north wind

Sometimes it is necessary for a man to eat in 
plenty in order to fortify himself and to keep 
hunger away for a while, especially in the 
far north. Fumikutii

39:
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On a lonely island, the lighthouse keeper’s 
life is rigorously duty-bound

the candle to light 
when dusk falls he climbs 

hill-temple

Kyorai

22

One day, as he was making his routine as
cent, the man became aware that a season 
had come to a close.

the cuckoo all 
have their singing ended

v *

I
Basho

23

When the cuckoo can no longer be heard, a 
man, bed-ridden by illness, also realizes the 
passage of time and bemoans his fate.

bone-thin 
strengthless as yet 

to rise

Fumikuni

24

A nobleman who visited a sick and poverty- 
stricken acquaintance found that he lived in 
a house with hardly a yard.

next-door yard rented 
the carriage is led in

Boncho
1
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The way the carriage arrives speaks of secret 
love. A woman who has waited almost in 
despair for her lover is overjoyed to see that 
he has come.

inconstant lover 
let him through the bramble 

scramble

Basho

26

After passing the night together, the woman 
tries to let her lover leave unnoticed.

now at parting
the sword she hands him

Kyorai

27

The woman whose secret lover has left feels 
disturbed. Here a woman is so anguished she 
is at a loss as to what to do.

restlessly
she combs her tresses 

combs carelessly

Boncho

28

Taking the anguished one to be a man of 
courage, the poet writes of one who chal
lenges fate in a posture of decisive action.

resolute to the death 
stout daring behold

Fumikutii

4*
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29

to blue calm 
of the morning moon 

day breaking

The words “resolute to the death” suggest 
an early morning offensive. The clear chilly 
air of dawn reflects the bravery of those 
ready to march against the enemy.

Kyorai

30

The same quiet loveliness of daybreak and 
morning moon arrests the beholder of Mt. 
Hira looming in solemn splendor above 
Biwa Lake.

autumn on the lake 
and Hira’s first frost

Bashd

31

It is probably a man of culture who ap
preciates the autumn landscape. One such 
character lives to himself in unconventional 
ease.

coppice-gate
upon soba being plundered 

poet sings

Fiiwikuiiu

32

The poet’s composure shows he must be past 
middle age. On a cold day, another old man 
begins wearing his wadded cotton kimono 
and will not easily be able to dispense with 
it again.

taking to wadded wear 
evening wind-blown

Boticho

4?
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33

Becoming accustomed to wadded wear 
implies the coming and going of progres
sively colder days. A travelling troupe of 
players must keep moving from place to 
place, day after day.

It’s jostle
sleep and set out again 

brief-pillowed

Basho

34

Setting out in the evening, the travellers 
would sec the smoke from the foundry fur
nace cloud the sky—a desolate scene.

clouds from tatara 
still crimson the sky

Kyorai

35

The “clouds” arc a reminder life is also hard 
and long for the worker engaged in a hum
ble trade in his own house.

cottage
cruppers to make and 

window flower

Bonclio

36

among old loquat leaves 
the buds glow

The white cherry blossoms by the window 
and the pale yellow burgeon among the dark 
green foliage emanate, with their color
fulness, light and the fresh vigor of spring. Fumikutii

43
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1

In the time of the three poets, the summer 
heat in any town with its narrow unpaved 
streets, lined on either side with small shops 
of all kinds, was intolerably stifling. The 
foul air sweltered far into the night.

in town
the smells of things 

summer moon

Boticho

2

The townsfolk would everywhere emerge 
from their dwellings, seeking the cool out
door air. Standing about or sitting on 
benches before their gates, they would view 
the moon and enjoy a brief respite from the 
heat.

it’s hot it’s hot 
at each portal the sigh

B a slid

3

The restless murmur, “it’s hot it’s hot,” is 
heard on the farm where the unusual heat 
has caused the rice plants to grow at a great 
pace.

not twice weeded 
and already the rice 

is earing

Kyorai

4

flip off the ashes 
one dried sardine

The farmer being pressed for time calls to 
mind another busy farmer. He was, as one 
remembers, preparing his humble meal. He 
could hardly wait for his dried fish to broil 
on a gridiron; he simply put it right on the 
embers.

Boncho

47
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5

along this route 
even silver is strange 

how inconvenient

The rustic loneliness of the farm is reflected 
in a teahouse standing by a country road. 
The man of such a place might also flip off 
the ashes from a broiled dried sardine and 
serve it to a tired traveller. He would be so 
poor that one could hardly expect him to 
have enough change for a silver coin.

&

Baslio
§

6

The comment, “how inconvenient,” sug
gests the speaker is making the rounds of the 
country. He is a bit disdainful and swaggers 
along, a comical sight, miyako jiushi.

only a fantastically 
long side-sword

■

Kyorai

Pi:
7si For all his bravado, the braggart is probably 
nervous; a man has his fears.

in the thicket
frightened of a frog 

at dusk
j-

Boncho
i

8
■

•' tm i A woman would be frightened by a frog 
especially if she ventures out at dusk, said to 
be the “devil-encountering” hour.

while butterbur sprout picking 
the light swung out

Baslio

4S
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The altogether random incident of the lan
tern’s going out reminds the poet of the Bud
dhist teaching that life is a “pre-wind light,” 
liable to be put out by any capricious move
ment of the atmosphere. He remembers one 
who, in early youth, cast aside the worldly

piety
with the budding of the blossoms 

awakened

Kyorai

life.

10

Kyorai’s verse sounds like a legend con
cerning a priest. Kenbutsu Shonin was a 
monk who spent his days in the far north.

grim is wintering 
at Nanao in Noto

Boncho

11

In the north life in the winter time is grim 
for an impoverished old man. He ponders 
his own decrepitude.

a fish bone 
sucking such old age 

to see

Bash 5

12

Thoughts of misery run to a hapless charac
ter, the fallen Prince Hitachi of The Tales oj 
Genji. But the old man sucking off the last 
bits of meat from a fishbone reminds the 
poet of the old gate-keeper in the household 
of Princess Suctsumuhana, Prince Hitachi’s 
daughter. The Princess’s lover was Prince 
Genji.

let in the awaited one 
small-entrance key

Kyorai

49
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the womcn-folk 
leaning let fall 

the screen

The princely lover coming at dawn and 
entering by the small gate no doubt excited 
the curiosity of the servants. In a plebeian 
household, the servants at such a time 
would hardly be able to contain them
selves. A humorous scene conies to mind.

Boncho

14

bamboo-grated footing 
the bathroom is cheerless

Servants who do mean chores are usually 
ill-mannered. The idea calls to mind maids 
in an inn. They, too, might try to peck from 
behind a screen. As for the inn, it is a busy 
place in the evening but in the morning 
after the guests have left, the flurry is over 
and the rooms are empty.

Bashd

15

The large bathroom, bare and comfortless, 
seems to tell of fortunes lost and a great 
house in ruin. Devastating storms come in 
autumn.

fennel berries 
scattering comes a gale 

at gloaming

Kyorai

16

When a storm is raising havoc in the darken- 
ing grey of evening, it is no pleasure-seeker 
that would be tottering about.

it’s chilly does the priest 
to the temple return

Boncho

50
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The poor priest, his kimono sleeves flutter
ing, plods along. A rice bowl in hand, he has 
probably finished his round of chanting the 
sutras. Late the same evening, another mor
tal who must rove the world for a living 
might also be making his way home. After 
a storm, the sky is usually clear.

a monkey master
with a monkey his way wends 

autumn moon

Bashd

18

Although the monkey trainer leads a miser
able life, he is a lawabiding member of the 
land and docs not fail to carry out his social 
responsibility.

yearly one to
is weighed for tithe

Kyorai

19

five or six pieces
of unseasoned wood lie soaking 

puddle-pond

A tithe of one to (about 14 kilograms)— 
if he is a farmer, his farm must be small. 
Where such small farms dot the country
side, the landscape is somewhat desolate.

Boncho

20

black mud path
the tabis stumble-soiled

The road that runs by a “puddle-pond” is 
usually a muddy one. After a rain, especially, 
looking about while walking is disastrous.

Bashd

:!
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The man who has muddied his tabi, perhaps 
an attendant, may have been in a hurry. The 
page who has to walk while his master rides 
is usually at his wit’s end.

urged on
is the lord’s swift horse 

sword-bearer
■

Kyorai

22
■

the apprcntic-boy has spilled 
the water he’s hauling

Were such a fast horse to come galloping by, 
the sound of the hoofs would be enough to 
make anyone start.v!

Boncho111m a
.

23

Where did the boy get the water he has 
spilled? The poet remembers a place where 
the well-water was reputed to be especially 
good. Perhaps, he muses, everyone goes 
there for drinking-water—no one lives in 
the house.

for doors shoji 
a fence of straw mats 

mansion for sale

Basho

24

The mansion on sale makes one think of an 
abandoned house where the owner had 
planted peppers or “ceiling-charms” in the 
garden. The house left to itself will go to 
ruin but peppers, unnoticed, will one day 
flower and bear seed.

ceiling-charms color 
sooner or later

Kyorai

52
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Farm folk arc too busy to notice the changes 
in nature. Poverty forces them to work 
quietly in the late hours of the night.

noiselessly
straw sandals they’re weaving 

night moonlit

Boncho

26

early fall wakefulness 
fleas to shake out

While someone is working late into the 
night, another member of the family is 
awake for another reason.

Basho

27

untouched 
yet tumbled is 

the mousetrap

It is during the season of long nights that 
mice build their nests and folks try to exter
minate them. Getting up in the middle of 
the night one harassed soul is puzzled.

Kyorai

28

a bent half chest 
the lid won’t fit

The storeroom is where mousetraps are 
usually set. There, like the mousetrap that 
didn’t work, some things are simply left in a 
state of uselessness. Boncho

53
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in each hermitage 
for a while he stays 

then leaves

While musing on the old bent chest, the 
mind of the poet wanders to a temple where 
antique articles are ofen found and then to 
a hermit.

Basho

30

long life be praised
the poems have been chosen

The hermit living by the Buddhist doctrine, 
“To stay not in one place,” reminds the poet 
of Saigy5 who became a priest and also a 
poet. The verse, however, is of another bom 
of the image of Saigyo.

Kyorai

if
31

variously
in various ways

to have been in love

The poet who is thankful to have lived to see 
his poems included in a new Imperial An
thology must be well advanced in years. 
Another old poet looks back upon his long 
life with pleasure but his pleasure is of a dif
ferent kind.

Boncho

32

Komachis are we all 
when life is done

The lover-poet brings to mind a much loved 
poetess. Her plight in old age gives rise to a 
thought on life in general.

Basho

.f.
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Komachi calls forth the image of one, 
enfeebled and miserable in old age. A sym
pathetic friend offers food.

why is it
in sipping gruel even 

tears come

Kyorai

34 ;
■In a family that has seen better days, poverty 

is a particular source of sorrow. When the 
head of the household is away and the house 
seems desolate, the sadness increases.

wide without his presence 
seems the wooden floor

Boncho

33

When the master is away, there is not much 
activity and all is quiet. Especially if the 
house is large, there is a leisurely atmosphere. 
The caretaker at such a time would have 
little to do. He presents a humorous sight.

letting lice
crawl round on the palm 

flower-shadowed

Bashd

36

Lazily squatting in the shade of the cherry 
blossoms the caretaker is apt to fall asleep. 
The peaceful bliss of simple folks is reflected 
in an idle hour in spring.

moveless is the haze 
noon’s drowsy lull

Kyorai

35
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1

The intermittent voices of the insects have a 
desolate sound as they ring out of the silence 
of autumn’s long evenings.

in the ash bin 
the trickling has ended 

katydid

Boncho

2

The poor peasant finds he cannot keep his 
lantern lit through the long hours after sun-

autumn of scraping oil 
and retiring by dusk

set.
Basho

3
The need for extra oil is no problem for the 
wealthy man. He goes to bed early to enjoy 
the play of moonlight on his new green- 
smelling tatami.

green tat ami 
level lie

in the moon shade

Yasui

4
delighted with setting 

the wine cups ten
The room with its new tatami looks fit for a 
celebration. Hospitality is in the air.

Kyorai

59



5
long-life-ensuring 

things multifarious 
keeping Mus Day

A small feast follows the rites which arc said 
to prolong life for a thousand years.:

II i

Bash 5

6
■

to nightingale’s notes 
thin snowflakes fall

On Mus Day, a pine sapling is pulled by the 
roots as a gesture of sharing in the long life 
of the tree. An outdoor scene in early spring 
comes to mind.

}h| £
: Bonclw
i fu-

7

In the voice of the nightingale singing for 
the first time in the snow, there is a plucky 
accent. In another scene, full of action, brav
ery also prevails.

forward bending 
arms overmatching 

spring steed

Yasui

8

The rider trying to overcome his spirited 
young horse appears to be a general or at 
least a young warrior, jaunting far and wide 
to enjoy the landscape.

Mt. Maya at the peak 
clouds encounter

Kyorai

»V-
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The clouds suspended around the mountain 
top have the refreshing appearance of a 
summer day at sundown. In the mountain 
village, folks have finished their work and 
relax.

for the evening meal 
pikes partake and 

the winds smell

Boticho

10

Sitting down to a supper of grilled pike is 
surely delightful. Pleasure of another kind 
awaits the peasant who must work in the 
paddies.

where the leech has sucked 
it’s a pleasure to scratch

Basho

1 i

love cares
this day dismissing 

to holiday

Scratching a lecchbittcn spot, the peasant 
enjoys a moment of humble leisure. A ser
vant, home on leave, wishes to spend the 
day, free of anxiety.

Yasui

12

Anyone who can forget love cares for a day 
is one who is loved. The other party can not 
be so carefree in the absence of the one he 
loves.

impatient summons 
letter from the lord

Kyorai

6i



*3
A favorite samurai and trusted confidant is 
apt to receive an urgent summons while on 
leave. One such character is fashionable, 
easy-going, and indulged by his lord.

gold guard
thus called by other folk 

such self’s serenity
I' •

Bash o

U H
Also carefree and serene is the irreproachable 
old gentleman, wealthy and retired.

the hot bath votary’s 
evening-on-evening moon'si V: • Boncho

15

As one watches the moon, evening upon 
evening, one realizes the desolate fact of the 
season’s passing.

and the neighborhood 
autumn wanes away 

vacant estate

Kyorai

16

The spectacle of empty houses deteriorating 
with each passing season and waning au
tumn makes one acutely aware of the ups 
and downs in life.

in whatever beholding 
all is but dew

i Yasui

62



One to whom “all is but dew” is probably 
weary of life with its vain entanglements. 
Another weary soul abandons worldly 
trivialities to dedicate himself to a life of 
the spirit.

as flower falling 
this self a Sainen 

self enrobing

Basho

18

A hermit, at his favorite haunt, regrets 
time’s inexorable passing.

and spring is closing 
on sugtiki of Kiso

Boticho

*9

A homesick traveller, feeling nostalgic 
about the passing of spring may well envy 
the birds returning to their old nests in the 
north.

homing perchance
flying along the mountain-shade 

chickadee

Yasui

20

brush-roofing the house 
they reinforce the ridge

Deep in the mountains, someone is trying 
to keep his cottage in trim.

Kyorai

63
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Folks mend their thatched roofs in prepara
tion for rough weather.

the winter sky 
storm-wild grows 

northern gale

Boncho

22

The anxious viewer of the threatening sky 
must be a traveller.

for the feast of the journey 
a night light is set

Basho

23

Likely it is a woman who, in a gesture of 
utmost kindness, set the night light in expec
tation of a special guest.

and prodigious 
wit of woman 

being fugitive

Kyorai

24

The woman whose prodigious wit fails her 
is perhaps the legendary ogress of Adachi- 
gahara. Her dwelling place is eerie.

love-weed for what 
do the wolves howl

Yasui
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Where wolves howl, the land is wild and 
desolate. In such a mountain forest, someone 
attends an imperial tomb.

moonlit night
on the hill among miscanthus 

the shrine guard

Basho

26

The shrine, far from human habitation, is 
probably dilapidating. In the same region, 
there is an old well which is no longer used 
by anyone.

folks too have forgotten 
the rust-reddened water

Boticho

27

a tail-tale-teller 
setting to boasting 

revel

The old well with its “rust-reddened water” 
is surely the subject of a legend. Some folks 
try to cure their boredom by listening to 
unlikely stories.

Yasui

28

the special sushi 
yet again bring forth

The story-teller’s comically boastful tales 
have put everyone in a hilarious mood and 
once again the prime dish of the house is 
served. Kyorai

65
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from the embankment 
the paddies grown green 

are sprightly

A banquet of sushi with its refreshing savor 
makes one think of summer and fields of 
shimmering grain.

.
■

Bo ii cho

30

the shrine of Kamo 
is a good shrine

Green paddies may be seen stretching along 
the banks of the Kamo River in the capital.

Basho

ill;
31

peddler
his cry tail high 

name clipped

In the quiet environs of the Kamo Shrine, 
where the priests live, about the only noise 
is the voice of the hawker advertising his 
specialty.

Kyorai

32

The spirited call, “name clipped” of the 
fleet-footed peddler brings to mind the 
figure of one seeking shelter from a sudden 
rain.

uncertain transience 
shelter from the rain

Yasui

I;
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33

The imperturbable mind of one who real
izes the “uncertain transience” of this world 
and lives naturally, forgoing vain yearn
ings, seems to be symbolized by a bird in 
deep sleep.

sleeping by day
the being of the heron 

its nobility

Bash 5

34

The heron, a wading bird, lives along 
marshes and river banks.

in the rustling water 
the rushes sway

Boncho

35

drooping cherry 
belly brimming 

it blossoms

The varying green of the swaying rushes 
along the clear shallow stream and the 
white profusion of the flower contrast to 
create a perfect image of the splendor of a 
fine lolling spring day. Kyorai

36

spring is at March 
sky of dawn

The early morning mist will soon vanish 
to reveal a multitudinously colorful world.

Yasui
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At last it is spring ancl along the route the 
traveller may look forward to enjoying the 
delights of the season.

plum young herbs 
at the inn of Mariko 

tororo soup

Basko

Likely someone versed in the art of liaikai is 
thus sent on his way. It is natural for him 
to express his sentiments in ackowlcdgment.

new is the parasol 
dawn of spring

Otokuni

3

the lark sings
at paddies around putting-in-earth 

time it is

For the traveller with his new outfit, it is a 
time of new departure. In early spring the 
farmer, too, freed from the dark confines of 
winter, begins his work in the paddies.

Chinseki

4

shitogi for the festivities 
they bestow upon us

Putting earth in the paddies is a sign the 
farmers are preparing for the spring sowing. 
They will hold the annual festival to cele
brate the beginning of another busy cycle. Motoo

71
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5
When there is a celebration, some poor soul 
is bound to be out of luck. The poet thinks 
of one who has received a shitogi but cannot 
cat it.

in the corner
cradling a carious tooth 

evening moon
:

Otokunir k

6

The forlorn one, nursing a toothache might 
be a servant in an inn for merchants. In such a 
place, feelings of loneliness become more 
wretched when the summer is over and 
everyone leaves.

autumn and gone is 
the guest upstairs1' 

IN Basho

7

The particular guest whose departure has 
been noted had stayed a long time at the inn 
and had kept a bird to satisfy his whim. 
There is sadness in parting with the bird as 
there was in the people taking leave of each 
other.

let loose
not even a trace of the quail 

can be seen

Motoo

8

Watching the quail fly out of sight, the help
less beholder gazes about to find only an 
expanse of paddies helplessly exposed to the 
elements.

the rice-plant leaves up-coming 
strength-wanting breeze

Chinseki
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1

9
In the strcngthlessness of the growing rice 
plant leaves waving in the wind the poet 
senses the feel of paddies located in a valley 
with mountains on either side.

upon conversion
the first climb over is 

Mount Suzuka

Bnshd

10

Crossing over Mount Suzuka for the first 
time is definitely a lonely experience. Know
ing this a close friend, seeing the pilgrim, 
calls.

Kura-no-kami is it 
whose voice so calls

Otokuni

u

at the hour of the Hare 
they line up in minote form 

Konishi troops

The sudden calling may be friendly but it 
also sounds like a challenge. It is reminiscent 
of a battlefield at dawn.

Chinseki

12

the poised pine 
is quiet

The confrontation of armies is likely a silent 
prelude to a clash of arms.

Motoo
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on the card on the bush-clover 

on the card on the pampas grass 
writing poems

Poise and quietude also characterize a her
mit’s dwelling. The poet thinks of an an
cient incident.

Otokuni

14

The silent reposeful precincts present an 
aspect of sound and flurry.

sparrows swarm 
a shrike’s single cry

Chigetsu

15

in his bosom 
he warms his hands 

autumn moon

The frightened sparrows may have been 
looking for food in the early morning. An 
early riser views the sky at daybreak.

Boncho

16

Also, with his hands in his bosom, looking 
up at the sky, a boatman tries to read the 
weather.

unceasing is the surge 
surfs over the open sea

Otokuni
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Now it is a traveller who looks out over the 
sea as he waits for the ferry boat to leave.

to spear shaft 
clinging standing 

evening flower

Kyorai

18

Cherry blossom time is also sowing time 
and the spearman suggests a field inspector 
resting and surveying the landscape.

strew with ashes
where rapes were reaped

Boncho

19

When the fields arc being cultivated in prep
aration for sowing, it is about time the 
Buddhist spring mass has ended.

on a spring day 
putting it in its place return 

sutra desk

Masahide

20

the attendants in turn 
eat caterers’ dishes

The season brings to mind the spectacle of 
people thronging about the temple. They 
come from far and near to attend mass.

Kyorai

75
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sweat towel
at the edge a mark 

in navy thread

When there is a crowd, it is wise to take pre
cautions against one’s belongings getting 
lost or displaced.

Mansen

22

underneath a chicken pen 
leave-taking helter-skelter

Surmising that it was a woman who sewed 
in the mark on the towel in navy thread, the 
poet feels love is afoot.

Toho

23

The hurried parting underneath a chicken 
roost is most likely between two people who 
arc infatuated with each other.

unabashed
with love unflinching 

loving

Mansen

24

In unabashed loving lurks the anxiety of un
attainable love. Her earnest love unrequited, 
the woman is disconsolate.

this self a wet paper 
of no particular worth■V

Toho
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25

“Of no particular worth” is the wcakwillcd 
handicraft merchant, never being able to 
succeed.

diminutive sword 
with its clam-cdgc blade 

tool-box

Hansen

26

One poor craftsman is also a weakling but 
even his humble way of life includes offering 
a light to the god of wisdom and virtue.

on the shelf light the light 
the last night of the year

Enpu

27

The humble dwelling with its makeshift 
shrine reminds the poet of a demoted official 
and his verse echoes a phrase of The Tales of 
Getiji.

here in this place
no wished-for tidings even 

Suma no Ura

Ensui

28

adjusting breast-fold 
wear the kataginu

It is surely a town dignitary, recently fallen 
from grace, who thus leads a solitary exist
ence in wretched circumstances.

Nansen
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this summer too 
the rivet bind 

broken fan

The decency of deportment implied sug
gests an unsophisticated countryman who 
leads a respectable but humble life.

Enpu

30

letting the shoyu lie 
moon-view awhile

Anyone who mends a broken fan must be 
economical and hard-working. One such 
individual makes his own seasoning.

Eusiii

3i

The frugal one passes the night quietly alone 
enjoying the moon. In a crowded neighbor
hood an old man wakes up in the middle of 
the long autumn night.

that throat-clearing 
next door is close 

stoop to stoop

Toho

32

The old man clearing his throat is felt to be a 
good person.

the closer the association 
the more virtuous the face

Enpu:S
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33

There is virtue also in the craftsman whose 
job it is to draw sundry shapes one after an
other as fast as he can.

of no form
arc the pictures practised 

lacquer ware

Ratirati

34

The person interested in the crude innocent 
drawings might be a votary of the tea cult or 
else a liaikai poet.

thinly the snow falls 
on bamboo urari-geta

Shihd

35

Realizing the cherry blossoms will soon be in 
full bloom, the man of leisure with his snow- 
flecked wari-geta wishes his hope for flower
viewing could materialize.

the flowers and again 
this year’s companion too 

is unconfirmed

Yasui

36

the hina’s flowing sleeve-fold 
coloring spring breeze

While longing for a good companion, the 
flowers have begun to bloom and the Doll’s 
Festival will soon be observed. A pleasant 
and peaceful season is spring. Ukd
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Notes to Winter’s Fir:: Shtwer

I. tobi-no-ha mo / kaitsukuroinu / hatsu-shigure

The kite’s feathers, drenched in the first shower of winter, cling nearly zo in body. Tie r:ri Icon mai.

* tobi-no-ha: tobi no hane. According to an old dictionary, Wakan Szrzzi Zzz, ihe urt h ::-r* i mr -V
hawk in being reddish yellow. The wings have a heavy slovenly look and doe can r die dnzne at m ccezz dn. ddrd
is proverbially thus unsightly, it is a matter for comment that i: looks “precaedL"

2. hito-fuki haze no / honoha shizumaru

The wind which whirled the leaves for a while has stopped and the leaves have seeded on die rimi There is a com
munity of feeling between the kite’s feathers being preened and the leaves resdng.

*hito-fnhi haze: hitoshikirifuku haze; wind that blows for a while, then dies down.

3. moinohihi no / asa hara nururu / kawa koetc

The sight of a man walking across a river early in the morning and getting his breeches or cr.cer-trousers. perhaps, wec. 
Thcrc is no indication of the season but the verse has a cold feel. Notice tha: the nature scenes of die Erst two verses 
have changed to an image in which the central figure is a human being.

*momohiki: short, narrow trousers resembling breeches; formerly called momahabaid.

4. tanuki 0 odosu / shinohari no yumi

For the purpose of frightening away badgers, shinohari no yumi “slim-bamboo bows” are set.

*odosu: osoresaseru; literally, to make . . . feel afraid.

*slim-bamboo bows: there seems to have existed a device which shot arrows automatically and it was set up in the fields 
to scare away badgers. The bows were probably made of shino-dake, a very' slim variety of bamboo.

5. mairado ni / tsuta haikakaru / yoi no tsuhi

Over the entrance doors the vines climb and spread and the evening moon casts shadows. It is autumn.

* mairado: massive wooden sliding doors found at the entrance of mansions in olden times. The frames were black-lacquered 
as were also the narrow wooden bars which decorated the front side.

6. Into ni mo kurezu / meibntsu no nashi
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He is not willing to give anyone the pears which arc famous in his neighborhood. This ungenerous character may be 
an omokage of a recluse in Tsureznregusa who builds a fence around his orange tree, heavily laden with fruit, and is held 
in scorn, or he may merely be an eccentric who will neither sell nor give his fruit.

7. kakinagnm / sumie okasliiku / aki kuretc

While one indulges in making brush drawings another autumn passes away.

*kakinagnm: draw spontaneously without planning; an epithet used to describe an informal type of brush drawing prac
tised as a hobby.

*sumie: drawing done in India ink with deft strokes of the brush.

8. hakigokoro yoki / weriyasu no tabi

The tabi made with stockinet (cotton jersey) material is comfortable to wear. Stockinet material was imported so that 
tabi made with the stuff were expensive.

*tabi: Japanese style socks usually made with plain cotton material and bifurcated to allow the big toe freedom and to 
make it possible for the wearer to put on geta or zori. Stockinet tabi arc said to have been in vogue during a part of the
Edo Period.

9. nanigoto wo / mugon no ticlii wa / shizuka nari

In all matters, while neither complaints nor dissatisfactions arc voiced, there is peace. This is a platitude, but in the mind 
of the next poet the words arc associated with the religious act of silence.

10. sato micsomete / uwa no kai fukn

Sighting the village, they sound the triton or trumpet shell to signal noon. Perhaps the poet had in mind the custom 
for itinerant monks to sound the triton when they came down from their mountain retreat to let the villagers know they 
had finished their period of religious silence and were joining them.

*nnta: the horse being the seventh of the twelve horary signs and indicating noon and two hours before and after. One 
theory is that it was two hours after the noon hour.

*uma no kai: triton used to sound noon.

11. hotsuretaru / kozo no negoza no / shitatarnku

The frayed sleeping mats of last year are dank—a wretched sight.

*hotsnretaru: unraveling at the edges.
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*negoza: mat woven with straw.

*sliitatarnku: according to Scirimiino Sagashi, “soiled” in Kansai dialect.

12. fnyo no liana no / liara hara to chiru

The petals of the lotus flower fall fluttering—a lovely image. A tsuke of contrast in feeling.
I

13. sniniono wa / niazti dekasareshi / Stiizenji

Preparations duly made, a delicious soup, to begin with, is served.

*Suizcnji: formerly a temple erected by Hosokawa Tadatoshi, now a famous spot in Kumamoto City noted for its natu
ral pond where almost pure water gushes continually. It was formerly known especially for its laver, an edible fresh
water weed widely favored for its delicate savor. “Suizenji” in the verse refers to the laver.

14. san ri amari no / inichi kakaekeru

There remain three ri or seven miles and more of the road still to cover. Image of the traveller feeling reluctant to leave. 
*kakackcru: hikacte ini still to go, to cover, to walk, etc.

15. kono ham mo / Rodo ga otoko / inarinite

This spring too, the servant of a man who is the image of Rodo has decided to stay with him.

*Rodo: The character in the mind of the poet is most likely a servant in the household of a man like Rodo, an eccentric 
Chinese poet and patron of the tea cult. Rodo (790-835) was well known in Japan through an India ink brush drawing 
of him by Ryu Shonen, a Chinese painter. Since Basho favored linking through oitiokage, the Rodo in the verse is probably 
not Rodo himself but a Rodo. Also the custom of hiring servants on a term contract was a Japanese one.

* inarinite: not to leave but to renew contract for another term. In Basho’s time, it was the custom for servants to enter 
a household under a term contract of six months or one year, from March 5 to September 9 or to February 2. If both 
parties were satisfied, the contract could be renewed but a servant would sometimes prefer to work in different house
holds regardless of advantages.

16. sashiki tsukitarn / tsnki no oboroyo

It is spring and the cuttings in the garden arc sprouting buds showing they have rooted. The tiny new leaves can now 
be seen even in the night time. There is a similar feeling between “yet remains” and “has rooted.”

17. koke nagara / liana tti naraburu / cliozubachi

A stone basin covered with moss is placed near the blossoming flowers—an elegant garden in spring.
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18. Uitori naorishi / kcsa no haradachi

This morning’s anger has vanished unawares. This follows naturally from the previous verse in which the character is 
absorbed in gardening.

!

19. ichidoki ni / futsuka no mono mo / kute oki

A big eater consumes two day’s worth of food at one meal to make it do for a time.

20. yukike ni samuki / shima no kita-kaze

A north wind cold enough to bring snow blows over the island—a desolate winter scene.

21. hi tomoshi ni / kurureba nobom / mine no tera

Just before dark, he climbs the hill to light the night light in the temple at the summit. 
*hi: night light.

II
22. hototogisn mina / nakishimaitari

It must be that the season when the cuckoo birds sing has ended—they cannot be heard any more. The mention of the 
cuckoo indicates the verse is of summer; however, there is a coolness which seems to be carried over from the previous 
poem.

*nakishimaitari: the cuckoo is said to start singing in die budding time of spring, sing night and day during the dewy 
season when the monsoon winds bring rain, and migrate south at the beginning of autumn. One interpretation of the 
verse is that it is about the day when the cuckoos all leave for their winter homes.

:
23. yasc-bone no / mada okinaoru / chikara naki

In the body, thin and wasted, there is, as yet, no energy to get up.

* yasc-bone: become thin to the bone; emaciated.

■

■

?!
! 24. tonari 0 karite / kuruma hikikomu

Since there is no space around the small house for the carriage to enter, the neighbor’s yard is rented to accomodate it. 
This verse in which someone pays a visit follows naturally from the previous one concerning a long ailing character. 
According to Kyorai Butt, the verse is an omokage of the volume on Yugao of The Tales of Genji. In this section of The 
Talcs, Prince Genji visits an old servant woman and is enamoured of Yugao who happens to live next door. In the verse 
the carriage suggests the visitor is a nobleman.
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25. uki hi to o I kikokugaki yori / kugurascn

Let the faithless one scramble through the prickly hedge. This verse is said to be another onwkage of a story in The Tales 
of Cenji. Prince Niyounomiya who is secretly in love with Ukifunc is cruel to her but keeps seeing her and once made 
his way through a thorn hedge to reach her.

*kikokugaki: a hedge of the prickly karatachi (the trifoliate orange). The word is difficult to pronounce and the labored 
sound is perfectly suited to the sense. Unfortunately this docs not come through in the translation.

26. imaya wakarc no / katana sasliidasu

The verse presents the scene of a woman handing her lover his sword at parting.

27. sewashige tii / kushi de kashira 0 / kakichirashi

Restlessly a woman scatters her hair with her comb. The verse reveals through action the feeling and character of the 
woman parting with her lover in the morning. Note that each of the past three verses concerns a woman, each different 
and in a different situation.

28. omoikittaru / shinigurui miyo

Consider this resolute to-the-death determination. The restless feeling of the previous verse has changed to one of de
liberate and daring resolve.

* omoikittaru: after much brooding, settled upon a course of action.

* shinigurui: shinimonogurui; desperate or frantic; death struggle.

29. seiten ni / ariakezuki no / asaborake

In the clear sky the morning moon appears cool at daybreak. It is autumn. 
* seiten: aozora; blue sky.

30. kosui no aki no / Hira no hatsu-shimo

Around the lake it is at last autumn and Mount Hira in the distance is already covered with the first frost of the year. 
*Hira: famed as one of the eight scenes of Omi, the mountain rises to the north of Hicizan, along the shore of Lake Biwa.

31. sliiba no to ya / soba nusutnarete / uta 0 yonm

Even if his crop (buckwheat) is stolen, the poet gives no thought to the matter; nonchalantly, he continues reading poet- 
The season is autumn. The verse is said to be an allusion to a humorous poem in Kokon-Chomonju (1254), a book 

of didactic tales:
ry.
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did the thief in long hakama 
come

soba picking up away he ran

There is a pun on the word soba which also denotes the sides of the hakama, widely pleated trousers resembling a full 
skirt reaching the ankles.

*soba: buckwheat. It is cultivated along the slopes of mountains and is harvested in late autumn. Its blossoms arc white 
and so small and profuse that in full bloom they give the appearance of hoar-frost.

nusubito wa nagahakama o ya 
kitaruran

soba o toritezo hashmsarinum

■

32. nuttoko kinaro / kaze no yfigure
These days when the evening wind is cold, one begins to wear wadded kimono and becomes accustomed to it. The 
season is winter.

*kinaro: become accustomed to wearing.

*nunokoz wadded cotton clothing.

1

33. oshiote I nete wa mata tatsu / kari-makura

It is sleeping, jostling each other, getting up in the morning, and on the road again day after day.

* kari-makura: pillow used temporarily. In the verse, it means sleeping here and there during travel.

tatara no kumo no / mada akaki sora 
The sky, covered with smoke rising from the bellows in a foundry, appears red before daybreak.

* tatara: bellows in a foundry, according to Sarumino Sagashi. The word is common as a place name and some scholars have 
considered it as referring to a mountain by that name in which case the clouds would be reddened by the setting sun and 
the time would be evening. This, however, is not likely since the travellers in the previous verse seem to set out very early, 
probably before sunrise.

34-

35. hitokamae / shirigai tsukuru / mado no liana

At the edge of a town or viilage, a community of humble folks work in their own homes making cruppers. It is spring 
and outside the window, the cherry blossoms are in bloom.

* hitokamae: one cottage, not part of a house.

*shirigai: cruppers or loop in a harness passing under the tail; in this case, made by stuffing loop made of cotton cloth 
with cotton or straw.

36. biwa no furuha ni / konome moetatsu
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The splendor of bright new green against a background of wide, dark leaves of the biwa. Together with the blossoms 
of the previous verse, a colorful spring scene of tonal contrasts is presented.

*biwa no furuha: literally, the old leaves of the biwa. Since the biwa or loquat is an evergreen, the epithet “old” must 
be used in contrast to the new buds.

Notes to Summer Moon

i. ichinaka wa / mono no niyoi ya / natsu no tsuki

In town, the intense mid-summer heat remains even after sunset and the air is foul with the conglomerate smell of sundry 
things, but in the sky, the moon appears cool and refreshing. In the original manuscript the writer’s name is given as 
Kasho but this is Bonchd’s earlier pen name.

*icliinaka: machinaka\ in town.

*tnono no niyoi: the sundry smells of things permeating the air.

*natsn no tsuki: summer moon, expressing coolness.

2. atsushi atsushi to / kado kado no koe

In the first verse, “summer moon” suggests that people are going outside to seek fresh air. The wakiku presents a scene 
of people talking to each other in front of their houses about the unbearable heat.

*kado kado no koe: voices heard at every gate.

3. nibangusa / tori mo hatasazu / ho ni idete

It is so hot that even before the second weeding is finished, the rice plants have begun to sprout ears. The first two verses 
are concerned with people complaining about the heat and seeking cool air. In the third verse, two changes occur: the 
people are peasants, the setting, a farm, and a note of hope is introduced—the anticipation of a good harvest. The time 
is still summer as indicated by “nibangnsa.” According to the rules of renku, only the first two verses are supposed to 
be set in cither summer or winter, but if either season is mentioned in the hokku, the same time may be continued to 
the third tsukeku.

*nibangusa: weeds that have grown after the first weeding. Paddies are weeded three or four times and ordinarily the 
ears do not appear until after the third weeding.

4. Uai uchi tataku / uriime ichimai
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Some one is flipping off the ashes from a dried sardine toasted on the embers—the image of a family having lunch 
around an open fireplace (robata). Both the third and fourth verses transmit a feeling of busy haste.

*urume\ urume iwashil sardine. “Sardine” usually indicates autumn but “dried sardine” belongs to no particular season.m:
5. kono suji wa I gin mo mishirazu / fujiyusa yo

No one seems to have seen a silver coin around here—how inconvenient! The words of the verse arc those of a traveller 
going through a village in the hinterland as suggested by the two previous verses.

*kono suji: kono michi suji; kono heir, hereabouts; along this route.

*gin: ginka; silver coin of the Edo Period.
j

6. tada toyoshi ni / nagaki wakizashi

The figure of a town braggart with his fantastically long sword. The disdainful nuance of the previous verse is here sus
tained in the person of a swaggerer.

* toyoshi ni: toppyoshi; choshi-hazure; extraodinarily; fantastically.

* wakizashi: sword worn at the waist; sword which commoners besides samurai were allowed to wear. Naga-umkizashi 
was another appelation for swaggerer.

j
!

1!

7. kusatnura ni / kawazu kowagaru / yumagure

While he was walking through a thicket, cither a frog jumped out and he was frightened or else he was afraid a frog 
might jump out. The verse expresses the timid character of the braggart of the previous verse. The season is spring.

8. Juki no me tori ni / ando yurikesu

While gathering butterbur sprouts at dusk, the lantern, at a sudden movement of the arm, went out. The season is spring.

*fuki no me: probably Juki no to, the bud-like sprout that comes up before the leaves and later becomes the stem that 
bears the flower.

9. doshin no / okori wa liana no / tsubomu toki

It was in the budding time of life that the desire to dedicate oneself to Buddhism arose. 
*doshin: bodaishiti; aspiration to follow the Buddhist way of life.

:

10. Noto no Nanao no / fuyu wa sumi uki

In winter, living in Nanao in Noto is grim. The verse is said to be an allusion to Kcnbutsu Shonin whom Saigy5 once
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visited in Noto. A passage in Senshii Sho gives Saigyo’s description of the cold, desolate condition of the place. It was 
the custom for deeply religious hermits to live there in solitude forgoing the material comforts which ordinary mortals 
consider necessary.

*Noto no Nanao: The name of a place in Noto, Ishikawa Prefecture.

ii. no no hone / shiwaburu made no / ox o mite

An old man muses on his advanced age. “A fish bone sucking” suggests he is poor and barely sustains himself. 
* shiwaburu: old form of shabnrxr, suck.

12. machibito ireshi / komikado no kagi

The gate-keeper let the lover enter by the small gate.

*macliibito: koibito; lover.

*komikado: small gate.

13. tachikakari / byobu 0 taosu / onagodomo

Some women, pecking from behind a screen, leaned on it and let it fall. 
*tachikakaru: to stand and lean on; to lean on.

* onagodomo: servants in a household.

14. yudono wa take no / sunoko wabishiki

The bathroom with its bamboo-grated footing looks desolate. The poet has in mind a country inn. Note the change in 
the setting from the two previous verses.

*yudono: furoba; bathroom.

*sunoko: a footing made with narrow bamboo or planks laid across several beams in such a way that there is a narrow 
space between the lathes.

15. tiikyo no / mi 0 fukiotosu / yuarashi

The cold feeling transmitted by the desolate bathroom image is here expressed by an evening storm in autumn. From 
the bathroom window, the fennel berries may be seen scattering in the wind.

*uikyo: Chinese pronunciation; in Japanese, kure no onto, a fragrant herb growing about 150 cm high and bearing yellow 
flowers around May or June and small berries resembling wheat kernels in autumn. When ripe, the berries fall easily; 
English name, fennel berries.
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16. so yaya samuku / tcra ni kacru ka

Seeing a monk walking alone in chilly weather, a sympathetic pcrccivcr wonders if he is on his way back to the temple. 
The bleak and dreary feel of the previous verse is here expressed through the person of a religious. In the original, the 
word “ka” transmits the desolate and lonely feeling of autumn.

*yaya samuku: chilly.

17. saruhiki no / saru to yo 0 funi / aki no tsuki

The monkey master with his trained monkey goes his way in the world while an autumn moon appears cold and indif
ferent in the evening sky.

* saruhiki: a man who trains a monkey to do stunts and goes from place to place, putting on shows.

*yo ofuru: go through the world; go one’s way.

The verse is said to form a pair with the previous tsukeku: the latter emphasizes the condition of man, this verse, the 
condition of the world. Separately, each is concerned with an individual whose station in life is widely different. Together 
the sequence expresses the social condition of the times.

18. neti ni itto no / jishi hakaru nari

Every year one to of rice is weighed to be handed over to the authorities as tithe or tax. 
*itto: one to; 10 litres, roughly 14 kilograms.

19. goroppon I namaki tsuketaru / mizutamari

In a puddle of water in the middle of a road, five or six pieces of unseasoned wood lie soaked—footing for pedestrians. 
*namaki: wood which has just been cut and is not dried.

20. tabi fumiyogosu / kuroboko no michi

One walking along a muddy road absent-mindedly stumbled and soiled his tabi. 
*kuroboko: poor black soil which, when wet, turns into inky mud.

*‘fumiyogosu: stumble and soil.

i

!
rflijin 21. oitate te J hayaki ouma no / katanamochi

The sword-bearer is running hard to keep up with his lord’s horse which is being urged to quicken its pace. 
*ouma: the honorific “0” indicates the rider is of noble birth or has high status.

* katanamochi: a page who follows his master with his sword.

1!
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22. detchi ga tiinau / mizu koboshitari

The verse by itself seems lacking in significance but it links well with the previous verse. Also, the setting has been changed 
from the countryside where the road is muddy to a highway and the character from a nobleman or his servant to an 
apprentice in the service of a merchant.

23. to shoji mo / ntushiro kakoi no / uri-yashiki

In place of doors and shoji, straw mats arc put up—the mansion is for sale. The rusted water has called up in the poet’s 
mind an ancient mansion where no one lives.

* uri-yashiki: uri ni dasarete iru yashiki; a mansion put up for sale.

24. tenjo-mamori / itsuka irozuku

The red peppers will color some day. Both this and the previous verse have to do with simple matters of fact but the 
two together transmit a feeling of wistfulness stemming from the old house going to ruin and the red peppers still exist
ing through the cycle of the seasons.

* tenjo-mamori: red peppers; “ceiling-charms” is a literal translation.

25. koso koso to I waraji 0 tsukuru / tsukiyosashi

Quietly the farmers work far into the long autumn night ; they arc making straw sandals by the light of the moon. 
*koso koso to: quietly without being noticed.

* tsukiyosashi: moonlit night.

26. nomi 0 furui ni / okishi hatsu aki

On an early autumn night, a harassed soul wakes up to shake fleas out of his clothes. The image of poverty stricken sub
sistence stems from the previous verse in which someone works even during the night. Also the expression, “koso koso 
to” suggests doing something in private and this feeling is carried over in the action of shaking out fleas while naked. 
Nomi or “fleas” indicates summer so that hatsu aki or “early fall” is included to keep the verse in harmony with the 
preceding one.

*ftmti ni: haraiotosu tame ni; to shake out.

27. sono mama ni / korobi ochitaru / masuotoshi

No mouse has been caught but the mousetrap has fallen over.

* masuotoshi: a small box, tnasu, is turned upside down and set with a stick so as to leave an opening on one side; food 
is placed inside so that when a mouse reaches it, the box tumbles and it is caught.
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28. yugamite futa no / awatm hanbitsu 
The half-chest is so bent the lid will not fit.
*hanbitsu: a chest half the size of a nagamochi, an oblong chest in which kimono may be laid without folding in the middle. 
A hanbitsu is used for storing wadded clothing, working clothes and other sundry things.

29. scan ni / shibaraku itc wa / uchiyaburi

Staying in one hermitage for a while and leaving it for another, never staying permanently in any one place—probably 
said of someone living by the Buddhist doctrine, Isslio fuzai, “Stay not in one place. The unworldly nature of this 
man is associated with the ancient, unused character of the bent chest, perhaps once a part of the furnishings of a temple.

*uehiyaburi: leave it as it is without turning back.

30. inochi ureshiki / senjii no sata

Am glad to be alive to hear the poems have been chosen for the anthology. A hermit without worldly attachments is 
still happy that he has lived long enough to see his poems in the new Imperial Anthology.

* senjii: editing of a waka (poem of thirty-one syllables) collection.

*sata: tidings; news.

31. samazama ni / shina kawaritaru / koi 0 shite

Variously in different ways to have been in love. The poet, taking the character of the preceding verse to be the poet 
Ariwara no Narihira and keeping him in the back of his mind, speaks of one who, in old age, looks back upon his extra
ordinary love affairs. The hermit poet has changed to a court character.

*shina kawaritaru: different

* shina kawaritaru koi 0 shite: literally, experiencing different kinds of love.

32. ukiyo no hate wa / wina Koinachi nari 
After all, we are all Komachis when life is over.

*ukiyo no hate: the end of life in this world.

*Komachi: Ono no Koinachi, a beauty famous in song and legend who was cruel to her lovers and became miserable
in old age.

:|••= Pi

= 33. itani yue zo / kayu susurunimo / nainidagumi

There are two characters in this verse: one asks “why is it” and the other, sipping gruel, cannot keep back the tears.
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The feeling running through both this and the previous verse is one of sympathy.

34. oriisu to uareba / hiroki itajiki

When the master of the house is absent, the floor seems spacious. The lonely feeling transmitted by the preceding verse 
is here expressed through a mansion where no one is at home.

*itajiki: wooden floor usually in the kitchen.

35. tenohira n i / shir ami hawasum / liana no kage

An odd character lets lice crawl all over the palm of his hand while flower-viewing. The desolate feeling has changed 
to light humor, This verse is the “scat of the flower.” In haikai, hanami-shirami or flower-viewing-lice is a season word 
indicating spring. In less civilized times, lice were often found on clothing during the cherry blossom season.

36. kasumi ugokanu / him no nemutasa

The haze is unmoving, the springtime at high noon—one feels sleepy.

Notes to Katydid

1. aku-okc no / shizuku yamikeri / kirigirisu

The dripping from the ash bin, heard until just awhile ago, seems to have stopped—the intermittent voices of the katydid 
sound especially clear and make one feel the silence of deepening autumn and its desolate, dreary air.

*aku-oke: ash bin, a pail in which ash and water are mired and the alkaline water is allowed to drip into another pail. 
The water is used for washing clothes, for dyeing, for kneading silk and aya . . . and for sundry other purposes.

* aku-okc no shizuku: drippings from the ash bin.

* kirigirisu: a kind of korogi; katydid. From the beginning of autumn, it cries inside and outside the house. Its voice is 
said to resemble the sound, tsuziirisdse or ka-ta-sa-se-su-so-sa-se.

2. abura kasurite / yoinc sum aki

Because there was no more oil in the lantern, one left it as it was and went to bed. . . This verse develops further the 
feeling of loneliness and implied misery apparent in the hokku.

* kasurite: kasumetoru, scrape the bottom.
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*yoinc: sleeping early.

*yoine sum aki: aki instead of the usual nari, indicating the season and making effective the rhythm, known as inji-dome, 
a rhetorical device peculiar to retiku.

3. aradatami / shiki narashitam / tsukikage ni

Green smelling new tat ami lying level in the moonlight—a luminous scene. The character retiring early in the previous 
verse is here taken to be a man of wealth enjoying the moonlight in bed. His comfortable situation is made apparent by 
the implied newness and roominess of his house. The dreariness of the first two verses has changed to gay abandon.

4. tiarabete ureshi / to no sakazuki

Setting ten sake cups gives one pleasure. The verse implies that all ten guests have arrived giving the host satisfaction and
happiness.

*to no sakazuki: ten wine cups. The number suggests a small party such as is held to celebrate the completion of a new
house.

5. chiyo fu beki / mono 0 sama zama / ne-no-bi shite

The Day of the Rat is celebrated in many ways which are said to ensure longevity.

* chiyo fu beki mono: Things whose life lasts a thousand years. The pine tree is said to last a thousand years and by par
ticipating in the rite of pulling a pine sapling by the root, one is supposed to be able to share in its long life.

*sama zama: multifarious. According to Zo Yamanoi, twelve kinds of herbs. There is an opinion that herbs rather than 
pine were pulled by the roots.

*ne-no-bi shite: celebrating the first Rat Day or Mus Day of the year.

6. uguisu no ne ni / tabira-yuki fum

While the nightingale sings, large but thin snowflakes fall. The outdoor scene in early spring follows from the observa
tion of ne-no-bi which includes pulling pine saplings by the roots. There arc two season words, uguisu and yuki, but, 
taking into consideration the previous poem, the time is spring. One opinion holds that Boncho might have had in mind 
Saigyo’s poem, “ne-no-bi shini / kasumi tanabiku / nobe ni idete / hatsu uguisu no / koc 0 kikitsuru” from Saitka Shu (“for 
keeping Mus Day,/ over the mist-covered / fields going forth / the first nightingale’s / voice I hear”).

* tabira-yuki: danbira-yuki or katabira-yuki; big but thin flakes.

7. noridashite / kaina ni amaru / ham no koma

The rider bent forward, but the young spring horse so wild with energy, his arms not strong enough to steer it. Still
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an outdoor image, a dramatic element has been introduced by the inclusion of a character in motion. 
* It aru no kotna: a horse playing in the spring meadows; here, probably a young steed.

8. Maya go takanc ni / kutno no kakarcru

Mount Maya, at the summit, is partly covered with suspended clouds. The feeling of bravura transmitted by the previous 
verse has changed to one of awe, perhaps, in looking up to the mountain top, but the words, “the clouds encounter,” 
echo the difficulty of controlling the spritcly horse. No particular season is indicated.

*Maya ga takane: Mount Maya’s peak. Situated to the northeast of Kobe City, the mountain is 699 meters in height. At 
the summit, there is the Butsubosan Tori Tenjoji, a temple in which an old Buddha, the eleven-faced Kanzenbosatsu is 
enshrined. According to Sarumino Sagashi, in February, on the first Day of the Horse, a festival is held to which people 
bring their horses to pray for their health and safety.

9. yumeshi ni / kamasugo kneba / kaze kaoru

While sitting down to supper of pike, a refreshing breeze brings a delicious coolness—a scene in the simple life of folks 
living in the mountain area, probably around Ichinotani in Suma where pikes were abundant.

*kanmsitgo: common nabc, ikanago: 4 or 5 cm. long, scaleless, whitish with a faint blue streak down the back.

*kazc kaorn: said of winds that blow from the southeast in mid-summer; a refreshing wind.

10. him no kuchido 0 / kakite kintiyoki

It is pleasurable to scratch the spot where the leech has sucked. A feeling of pleasant relaxation underlies both this and 
the previous poem. “Leech” signifies summer.

*hirtt: tttizu-hiru, water leech and kusa-hirn, grass leech; here, water leech, a flat elastic swimmer, frequenting paddies; 
sucks the blood of humans as well as cattle.

* kuchido: kudoko or kui-ato. The spot where the leech has sucked blood becomes itchy after a while and the itchincss 
increases with scratching.

11. mono ontoi / kyo wa wasurete / yasumu hi ni

The figure of a woman, home on leave, trying to forget love cares to enjoy her holiday. Likely a servant in the house
hold of a prince, her manner of relaxation contrasts with the unelegance of the peasant scratching a leech wound. On 
first reading, the character appears to be the same in both verses but the linking is of the type known as mukaiztike. 
The theme is love.

*yastmm hi: servants’ day off.
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12. tnukae scwashiki / tono yori no funti

A letter has come from the lord impatiently demanding an early return. The anxiety of a lover is expressed by the urgent 
letter. Linked with the previous verse, this one also is a love poem.

*tono: the lord who is the servants’ master.

13. kintsuba to / Into ni yobarnru / mi no yasnsa

I am in such comfortable circumstance, people call me “kintsuba” The woman with love cares has changed to a well 
situated male companion.

♦kintsuba: gold ring between the sword blade and handle. During the early Edo Period (1629-1644), swords with the 
gold ornamental ring were in fashion among the nouveau riche; however towards the Kanmon Period from about 1660, 
they were prohibited among people other than samurai. In the verse, the wearer is said to be a favorite of his lord, the 
appellation denoting a companion who listens to his master’s problems and often gives advice. This interpretation is 
contained in Shichibu Bashinroku (1680), a commentary on haikai.

14. atsuburozuki no / yoi yoi no tsuki

A well-to-do old man, while enjoying a hot bath, delights in viewing the moon, evening after evening. The time is 
autumn as indicated by “moon.”

*atsuburozuki: one who likes a hot bath, usually found among old retired people, and the nouveau riche.

15. chonai no / aki mo fukeyuku / aki-yashiki

According to Sarumino Sagashi, the verse expresses the desolatcness of the autumn landscape as seen from the bathroom 
window.

* aki-yashiki: a house where no one lives any longer.

16. nani 0 mini ni mo / tsuyu bakari nari

Dew covers everything in view. Dew is symbolic and refers to tears that well up in the heart as one contemplates the 
transience of all things, especially evident in autumn. The verse expresses the tragic character of life with its ups and downs 
and final decay.

17. hana to chiru / mi wa Sainenga / koromo kite

Realizing that life ends as the flower falls, this self has now put on a robe like Sainen’s. Life’s transience is here expressed 
as the flower that falls and the feeling of futility and weariness is resolved in the action of entering the priesthood. The 
time is spring and the verse is hana no teiza or the place in the renku where the flower must be introduced.
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*Saincn: Most references point to the probable existence, at one time, of a monk by this name but do not give particulars. 
*Saincn ga koromo: robe of a character such as Sainen.

18. Kiso no suguki ni / httru mo knretsutsu

Regretfully spring is coming to an end in Kiso. Suguki is a symbol of hospitality in this verse. Kiso is noted as a gathering- 
place for hermits.

*Kiso no suguki: a type of Japanese pickle made by salting a certain variety of turnip; also known as sunki it is slightly 
sour like sauerkraut and is eaten from about the end of winter to the end of spring; a famous product of Kiso Ontakesan.

19. kacru yarn / yanta-kage tsutau / shijukara

I wonder if the flock of chickadees flying along the steep mountain cliff arc going home to their nests in the north. The 
season is spring, signified by birds homing.

* shijukara: chickadee, a species that comes near towns and villages in Honshu in autumn and around March, returns to 
the north. In haikai, it signifies autumn but when it is said to be returning, the verse belongs to spring.

20. shiba sasti ie no / inline 0 karageru

They reinforce the ridge of the roof they arc thatching.

*shiba sasti: soda 0 narabenr, lay thin, long branches in rows; according to Ehara Taizo, insert branches to reinforce the 
thatch.

*mune: ridge of the roof, the highest part.

*karageru: bunch and tic together, reinforce.

21. fuyu-zora no / are ni naritaru / kitaoroshi

A cold north wind is beginning to blow and the winter sky looks as if a storm were in the offing. The season is winter. 
*kitaoroshi: cold winter wind blowing from the north.

22. tabi no chiso ni / ariakaslii oku

At an inn someone places a night-light as a gesture of hospitality to help the traveller.

*Ariakaslti oku: a lantern, ariakc-andon, kept burning all night; according to Koda Rohan, a larger lantern which is set 
in the kitchen or the corridor and is not carried about; according to Higuchi Ko, to set an ariakc-andon in a certain place.

* chiso: hospitality. The word is said to have sabi.
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23. susamajiki / onna no chit mo / hakanakute

The prodigious wit of a woman ‘setting a lantern for her secret lover,’ failing, with a dampening of enthusiasm; this is 
a love poem and the season is autumn (from "susamajiki").

*susamajiki; prodigious; astounding; frightening. In haikai the kanji is used to signify autumn; in this verse, the implied 
cooling of enthusiasm makes the word indicate autumn.

24. nani omoigusa / okami no naku

What can be love-weed that makes the wolves howl? The time is autumn and the theme love as indicated by "omoigusa." 
* omoigusa: includes tsuyukusa, day flower or spiderwort, ominaeshi, maidenflower, and rindo, gentian or autumn bell
flower. According to Renga Fushin Shimon Sho by Soken, omoigusa is rindo.

25. yuzuki-yo / oka no kayane no / gobyo morn

On a moonlit night, guarding the Shrine on the hill, thick with miscanthus is a miserably lonely task. According to an 
old reference, the verse is an omokage of Saigyo when he visited the Shiramine Temple but, in view of the fact that, from 
olden times, wolves and tombs have been associated in poems, such an interpretation is not necessary.

*yuzuki-yo: yugetsu or moonlit night.

* kayane: kaya, miscanthus.

*gobyo: a shrine dedicated to the spirits of ancestors; here, an emperor’s mausoleum.

26. hito mo wasureshi / akasobu no mizu

The water of the well people have forgotten is red with rust.

* akasobu no mizu: water rusted from disuse.

27. usotsuki ni / jitnan iwasete / asoburan

Listening to tales the story-teller proudly makes up one after the other dispels boredom. Taking the previous verse to be 
someone telling old legends about the forgotten well, the poet thinks of the listeners.

* usotsuki; usotoki, a tail-tale-teller.

* asoburan: -ran is the same as nari and is used for feeling tone.

28. mata mo daiji no / sushi 0 toridasu

Again the special sushi, pride of the house, is brought forth. Sushi is associated with summer.

*sushi: fish cured by adding vinegar and salt. “In winter and spring, it takes four or five days to cure and in summer and
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autumn, one or two days” (from Wakan Sansai Zuc, 1712). Rice was added around 1596-1614.

29. tsutsumi yori / ta no aoyagitc / isagiyoki

Scene as viewed from the room where suslii is being enjoyed—the paddies grown green and the bright shoots swaying 
in the wind. The season is summer.

*ta no aoyagite: expression describing the leaves of the rice plant grown thick and green.

* isagiyoki: refreshing.

30. Kamo no yashiro wa / yoki yashiro nari

“Kamo no yashiro wa yoki yashiro” arc words that may be uttered by anyone; the addition of “nari” makes it verse. That 
the shrine of Kamo is a good shrine is not particularly a significant observation but with the reflection of the previous 
verse, the poem becomes a singularly apt expression of the noted place of worship.

*Kamo no yashiro: Kamo Shrine of Kyoto. In the poem, it might mean the shrine of the gods.

*yoki yashiro: good shrine, meaning holy shrine.

31, mono uri no / shirigoc takaku / nanori sutc

A peddler passes by crying out his wares with the peculiar intonation of his trade—ends of words high, then abruptly, 
stopped.

*shirigoc takaku: with an acutely rising inflection of the voice.

*nanori sutc: pass by, hardly finishing saying the name of one’s ware.

ante no yadori no / mujo jinsoku

Seeking temporary shelter from the rain makes one think of the uncertain transience of life. The fast-footed hawker 
(furiuri) is seen as being caught in the rain and the poet contemplates that he, too, is a wanderer on earth (yo ni furu mono). 
Note the implied pun on the word furu. Yasui is said to have had in mind Sogi’s verse, “Yono naka wa / sara ni shigure 
no I yadori kana.”

*ame no yadori: amayadori, sheltering oneself from rain.

*mujo jinsoku: quickly changing and vanishing or dying.

32.

33. him neburu / aosagi no mi no / totosa yo

The figure of the heron sleeping naively in the daytime is indeed noble.

* aosagi: midosagi; heron. The bird’s back is pale blue, the stomach, white, crown feathers, long and black, from the crown
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to the neck, feathers, long and white with blackish spots; wings, black at the tip.

34. shoro show mizu ni / i no soyoguran

In the clear shallow rustling water, the rushes arc swaying—a cool, refreshing scene, appropriately recapitulating the 
pure, innocent feel of the heron image.

*shoro show mizu: chow chow to nagareru mizu; rustling, shallow water.

35. itozakura / hard ippai ni / sakittikeri

The drooping cherry is in full bloom and the tree seems burdened with all the blossoms it can bear. The verse has the 
feel of a long, fine spring day.

*itozakura: shidarezakura; drooping cherry tree with long branches hanging low.

*hara ippai ni: stomachfull; to one’s heart’s content, to one’s satisfaction. This singular expression stems from Kyorai’s 
effort to make the verse as colorful as possible in view of the fact that although the rules of retiku call for the inclusion 
of the word, hana, he was using itozakura. The thirty-fifth verse is said to be the “scat of the flower” or liana no tciza 
and the inclusion of "hana" meaning cherry blossoms is obligatory. Hana is symbolic of the season but sakura is considered 
to express the spirit of the plant and not the flower. According to Kyorai Slid, Basho agreed that sakura could be used if 
the verse were made especially colorful. Nevertheless, he is said to have commented laughingly, “the verse is selfish.”

36. ham wa sangatsu / akebono no sora

Spring is at its climax, March, the sky quietly dawning—linked with the cherry blossom scene, no image as fully transmits 
the loveliness of the most colorful season of the year.

Notes to Plum Young Herbs
.
ii

1. time ivakana / Mariko no shuku no / tororo-jiru

Now it is spring and along the route the traveller finds the plum tree in bloom and the grass, new and green. At Mariko 
the famous tororo soup is probably being served at the inn.

*umc ivakana: tune to ivakana; plum young herbs: plum and young herbs.

* Mariko: One of the fifty three stages along the old TokaidS, situated in Abc-gun, Shizuoka Prefecture.

*tororo soup: grated raw Japanese yam (unsweet), ground until creamy, seasoned with clear soup and beaten.
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2. kasa atarashiki / harn no akcbono

I am glad to be able to set out with a brand new parasol in hand this morning, so rich in the sentiments of spring—a 
tvakiku of greeting in acknowledgment.

3. hibari naku / oda ni Istichi mot sit / koro ttare ya

The mounting skylark’s singing reminds one it is probably time the farmers put earth in their paddies. 
*koro ttare ya (time it is): wording makes for suggcstivcncss, aftertaste.

4. shitogi iotc I kndasarenikeri

The landlord gives his tenant farmers the shitogi or tttochi used to celebrate the new sowing.

* shitogi: a sort of tnochi made with ground polished rice; an unleavened dumpling; also said to be made with ground 
millet and used raw or unstcamcd as an offering on the first Horse Day of the lunar calendar.

*kudasarenikeri (they bestow upon us): polite form suggesting the giver is the landlord and the receiver his tenant farmers.

5. katasumi ni / mushiba kakaete / ktire no tsuki

As one sits in the comer, nursing an aching decayed tooth, the day wears on to twilight.

6. nikai no kyaku wa / tataretaru aki 
*nikai no kyaku: upstairs guest.

*tataretaru: polite form of tatta meaning “has left.”

7. lianachi yarn / ttzura no ato wa / tttie mo sezu

No sooner is the quail let out of the cage, than it flics out of sight.

8. inc no ha-nobi no / chikara naki kaze

The bird is gone and all around there is nothing but the paddies where the rice plant leaves arc waving helplessly in 
the wind.

*chikara naki (strength-wanting): may modify either ha-nobi (“leaves up-coming”) or kaze (“breeze”).

9. hosshin no / Itajimc ni koyuru / Suzukazan

Upon conversion, the first climb over is Mount Suzuka. Basho, who, in his travels, was much like a religious pilgrim, 
probably recalls the time when he first set out from his native village. However, in this verse, he seems to speak of Saigyo.

* Mount Suzuka: one of the two most difficult hurdles along the Tokaido; the other was Mount Hakone.
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io. Kura-no-kami ka to / yobu koc wa dare

Who in the world is it that calls, “Arc you not Kura-no-kami?”

* Kura-no-kami: Superintendant or Chief—an official.

II. » no kokn no / minotc ni narabu / Konishi-gata

At the hour of the Hare (6 a.m.) the soldiers of the Konishi troop line up in minotc form.

*minote: double crescent bulging to right and left—a battle formation.

* Konishi-gata: according to old commentaries, troops under Konishi Yukinaga, the verse being an omokage of Sekigahara 
battlefield where Ieyasu, the first of the Tokugawas, won a victory over his rivals, the contenders to power in succes
sion to Toyotomi Hideyoshi.

12. sumikiru inatsu no / shizuka ttari keri

The black figure of the pine stands silent on the bank of a clear mountain stream at dawn.

13. hagi no fuda / susuki no fuda ni / yominasliite

According to Kyorai Bun, the verse refers to a historical fact. If so, it means waka were written on the cards attached to 
the bush clover and pampas grass. However, according to the commentary in Basho Ku Sho (Iwanami, 1968), the rela
tionship of the previous verse to the historical fact cannot be felt to be inevitable.

14. suzume kata-yoru / rnozit no hito-koe

The sparrows, frightened by the cry of the shrike or butcher-bird, swarm together. The verse, however, is really about 
the loud cry of the shrike heard in the clear chill of early morning.

15. futokoro ni / te 0 atatamuru / aki no tsuki

The shrike calls, for the most part, in mid-autumn. It is a time when mornings and evenings are chilly. The moon is 
probably a wan morning moon.

16. shio sadamaranu / soto no umizura

The image is of the sea when the billows are high and the water far from being calm.

17. yari no e ni / tachi-sugaritaru / hana no kure

The character watching the sea is taken to be a traveller—a spearman—who is waiting for the ferryboat to leave. The 
atmosphere is of the end of early spring—March.
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18. hai maki-chirasu / karashina no ato

The field where rapes were grown and reaped is strewn with ash and cultivated for the next crop.

19. ham no lii ni / shhnote haem / kyozukue

When the Buddhist spring mass is over, the monks go back to their own lodgings. After mass such as higankai which 
continues for some days, they put the sutra desk back in its place.

* shhnote: from the verb shimau.

20. tenyamono kuu / tonio no tegawari

The attendants arc eating caterers’ food in turn, relieving each other. 
* tenyamono: dishes delivered by a caterer.

21. asemigui / hashi no shimshi no / kon no ito
The towels for wiping off perspiration (“asenugui”) have marks at the edge, indentifying the owner. Attendants hardly 
ever fail to carry a “sweat towel.”

22. wakare sewashiki / niwatori no shita

The first crow of the cock already over, the departure is hurried. The morning after parting underneath a chicken roost 
is in keeping with the station of the personalities in the previous verse.

* underneath a chicken pen: in many homes, a chicken pen was hung from the ceiling in the entrance or getikan.

23. daitan ni / omoi kuzurenu / hoi 0 shite

The meaning is clear from the translation. However, in Tsukeai Chukai it is mentioned that the verse really links with 
the verse before the previous one and is called “gyaktizuke” or inverse linking.

24. mi wa nuregami no / toridokoro ttaki 
I am a creature as worthless as wet paper.

25. kogatana no / hamagtiriba naru / saihubako

The sword-shaped knife in the tool-box has a blade as dull as the edges of a clam. 
* clam-edge blade: a knife with a dull blade is a symbol of the weakling.

26. tana ni hi tomosu / otoshi no yoru

On New Year’s Eve, a light is lit on “the shelf of the year” which serves as a sort of shrine.
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27. kokomoto wa / onion tayori mo / Swna no Urn

Here at Suma no Ura, it is so far from the capital news is not to be had for the asking.

28. name uchiawase / kit am kataginu

He wears his kataginu neatly, adjusting the fold at the breast.

*kataginu: a stiff sleeveless robe worn by a samurai on ceremonial occasions.

29. kono natsu mo / kanamc 0 kukuru / yarc ogi

Again this summer, the broken fan, its rivet tightened, will have to do.

30. slioyu nesasete / shibashi tsuki mini

The shoyu now being ready to let lie to ferment, dicrc is time for moon-viewing.

*shoyu: soy, a Japanese style sauce used to season all kinds of dishes. It is made from soybeans that have been fermented
and steeped in brine.

31. shiwabuki no / tonari wa chikaki / enzutai

Someone is clearing his throat. It must be next door. It’s so close you can go from stoop to stoop.

*cnzutai: from en 0 tsutau meaning to go from cn to cn. An en or engawa, a sort of verandah, sometimes as narrow as a 
catwalk but usually about three feet wide. Some big houses have en about six feet wide with sliding doors.

32. soeba sou hodo / kokumen na kao

The more one associates with him, the more one sees how virtuous he is. 
*sou: to live together as man and wife but here merely to associate with.

33. katachi naki / e 0 naraitam / aizubon

The verse pictures a craftsman drawing shapes one after another fast with no special technique. He is used to drawing 
random designs on laqucrwarc.

* aizubon: lacqucrware produced in the southwestern part of Fukushima Prefecture.
it

34. usu-yuki kakaru / take no wari-geta 
A thin layer of snow has fallen on garden geta.

■

35. liana tti mata / kotoshi no tsure mo / sadamarazu:
:
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The flower-viewing season is here again; yet, this year also there is no one suitable to go along with. These arc supposedly 
the words of the man of leisure with the wari-geta. He is feeling restless because every year he fails to find a good travel 
companion.

36. hina no tamoto 0 / somuru ham kaze

So exquisite is the season, the wind seems to color the hina doll’s flowing sleeve-fold.

*hina: hina-ningyo meaning dolls which are displayed on the day of the Doll’s Festival, March 3.
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The following Mushinsha Books, all illustrated volumes
of poetry in fine editions, arc currently available:

Things, a collection of poems by Francis Ponge, translated 
from the French by Cid Corman.

The Prefiguration, seven books of poems in one volume, by 
the American poet Frank Sampcri.

Nothing in the Word, a collection of Aztec poems translated 
by Stephen Berg.

Hiding the Universe, a collection of poems by the T’ang 
Dynasty poet Wang Wei, translated by Wai-Iim Yip.

The Warriors, a verbal battle in extemporaneous verse by 
the Brazilian folk performers, Joaquim Jaqueira and 
Manoel Barra Mansa, translated by Ernest Barge and 
Jan Feidel.

The Voice, selected poems by Robert Desnos, translated by 
William Kulik with Carole Frankel; illustrated by 
Robert Desnos.

Quadrifiariam, nine books of poetry by the American poet 
Frank Samperi, constituting the second volume of his 
trilogy.

Moments ofi Rising Mist, an anthology of Sung Dynasty 
Chinese landscape poetry, translated by Amitendranath 
Tagore.

Capital ofi Pain, Paul Eluard’s early book of surrealist love 
poems, translated by Richard M. Weisman.

Searching fior my Brother, a collection of Kiswahili poetry 
translated by Jan Feidel and Ibrahim Noor Shariff.

Trilce, an early book of poems by Cesar Vallejo, translated 
by David Smith.

Leaves ofi Hypnos, the war-time poetic notebook of Rene 
Char, translated by Cid Corman.
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